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NEW
COMPANIES
BEAD? FOR OPERATIONS.
LEADS.
COUNTY
QUAY
NEW COMPANIES STILL
BEING ORGANIZED

MORE

.

Good progress

is

being

made to

test out New Mexico oil prospects
with the drill. More companies are
Retting shaped up to begin operations. Dut the setting up of rigs
has not yet become general or on

Eddy comity progress is reported by
various companies that intend to
try out this section. The drills already at work in the valley seem to
be striking better formation as they
go down.
Below the state line in the Fecoa
Valley of Texas drilling is proceeding on the Laura well and a rig is
getting ready to drill at the same
location to test out the oil sand at
800 teet struck in the Laura well.
Other rigs are going in as soon as
they can be brought in.
Further west in the Hueco basin
the interest is growing and a test
well will soon be sunk there. To
the north in the Tularosa Basin
everything seems to be active. The
W. W. Cox rig is going up as rapidly as men can build. . Over in Las
Cruces things have reached the fever
stage and it appears at present that
many drills will be at work in the
Tularosa basin and in southern Dona
Ana county before the summer is
over. The Tularosa Oil Company
claims' to have money enough to
lieuin work in the near future. The
Alamogordo Oil and Shale Company
is expecting an Okel Core drill from
California with which to test out the
formation before starting a standard

as large a scale as is necessary to
test out the oil prospects in the
state thoroughly.
It will require a much larger
amount of capital than is yet in sight
to finish the job right. It tieeds rip
to be again emphasized that oil is Oil interest is growing in Luna
Recent and Grant Counties.
More compresent in many counties.
made by geologists panies have been organized to test
examinations
have fully confirmed what former out locations west of Lordshurg
investigations developed. It remains around Steint and to the south in
to select drilling sites and interest the Playas Basin and around An:mxs
and Hachita. In Socorro county the
capital to drill the test holes.
The plaint country in the eastern interest grows in the indications in
satisis
the northwest part of the county
th
state
showing
part of
factory progress in shaping up for Interest continues also in the Toactual operations. Quay county real- rnado basin. In Sierra County inly leads in getting new companies vestigations are reported to be proLeases and placer locato woak. The Amarillo, Texas center gressing.
is very active throughout the Pan- tions are still the order of the day.
handle and into New Mexico. It
Geologists Locate In Stat
It is of TnfeTest to note that geowould appear that indications show
formation
of
the Oklahoma logists of national rermtation are
that the
tt
field in Texas opening offices In New Mexico. They
and
continues westward on both sides of evidently are fullv convinced that
the Canadian river. The well sunk commercial oil will he developed in
norh of Amarillo last fall developed the state. The temporary investiggaa at seventeen hundred feet. Gas ations that mav be made would not
was again struck at 1900 feet, more induce mn of this sfandinir to locate
at 2,100 feet and stitl more at 2,300 in New Mex'co.
feet. This strike of gas and also
Stata Land Oil Leases
splendid indications of oil confirmed
continue to be filed
tfie views of the geologists that the forApplications
leases on state land. But new
is
oil
and
formation
gas bearing.
are not for such large
Texas University has been applications
TJi
acreages as a rule as earlier in tiie
studying the formation in the Pan- rush. The State Land Office hai
handle and west Texas for years and been too buny to add
up the acrethe, kita collected by the University age on .which leases have been aphas been very helpful to more re- proved or even estimate the total
cent investigators searching for oil. revenue received therefor. But the
There promises to be much drilling total amount already received is
in lite Panhandle and the earliest
and therefore a benefit to the
wf II wsilj jje stnk near the New Mex-i- large
of the state.
line mJua county. These same taxpayers
No figures are available as to the
interests are" comTssg across the line
acreage that has not yet been coverin Uie neighborhood of Glenrio. As ed
oil leases. But the officials
thes Amarillo people and their as- say bythat there it much land still
sociates are wealthy, the operations
open, though apparantl the land in
will be carried out to a finish.
choice locations is all taken.
The McGce rig is up and ready for
Montezuma Petroleum Co., Albubusiness east of Tucumcari near Les-bilease No. 301 dated 4,15,19,
querque,
who
have seen the rig initial
Those
payment $100j00, acreage
is
class
that
and
first
say
everything
located in Twp. 18 N. Range
that the rig is built for a deep test. U 12 W.
This is the first new rig to go into
E. D. Mcintosh, Mogollon, lease
New Mexico since the present gen- No 302 dated
initial payment
eral activity got under way.
acreage 640, located in Twp.
The Reid rig at Rana north of $10000,
S. Range 8 E.
Glenrio as going up. There is every It
J R. Gililland and H. Newman.
indication that a deep test will be
lease No. 30.1 dated
made there. Mr. Reid and his as- Tularosa,
initial
$10000, acreage 2,560,
sociates are strong financially and located payment
1
S Range
in Twp.
In
to
their
wilting
spend
money
E.
search of oil. The location, say
Austin D. Crila, Las Crtces. lease
those wall informed on this district, No 304 dated
initial payis very premising.
ment $100.00, acreage 2,561, located
At Glenrio things look favorable in
Twp. 22 S. Range 8 E.
for an early deep test. At Endee
Mary Coe Rlevins, Anthony, lease
things look promising. At San Jon No. .105 dated
initial payment
a block of leases has been offered
94.39. located in
driller who think well of the loca- $125.00, aereaage
S.
S
Range S E.
tion. Up in Union County material Twps. and Liles,
Socorro, lease No.
is going to a location near Bueye-ro- s. .106Halldated
initial payment
in
is
the
proceeding
Drilling
located in
1760,
north end of Union an the Cimar- $10090, 0 acreage
S. Range 2 E.
ron. Operations are alto going for- Twps T.
C
Pardue, Loving, lease No. 307
ward on the' Bell ranch, though lit- dated
initial payment $10000,
tle is known as to what is doing
2,56fl, located in Twps.
there. There are other projects un- acreage
8
E.
S. Range
der way in this section.
Fred
Schmidt,
Carthage, lease No.
GuaExtending westward throiigh
311
dated
initial payment
and
counties
Torrance
there
dalupe
located in Twps
is increasing interest. .Some of tht $10000,S. acreage 2,555,
E.
4
Range
best informed men in the state have
French, Fairbanks, and Wetmore,
been acquiring holdings in this dilease No. 312 dated
strict They are watching the pro- Carrizozo,
initial payment $100 00, acreage
gress' of the Gypsy Oil Company
2.560T located in Twp. S S. Range
ear Dilia aud the Toltec Oil Com-Ki- n
near Umr in Santa Ft Count. G.E E.. Cook,
Socorro, lease No. 31 J
They find the formation promising
initial
payment aiuu.uu.
jaaiea
will
oil
and that tome day the real
,30, located in Iwps. 7
be found through this belt eastward acreage
E.
S. Range
into Texas
H. A. Collin, Clifton, Arizona,
South at Quay County things have
No. 314 dated
initial
livened up due largely to the ac- lease
payment $100.00, acreage 2.560, locattivity in the Panhandle and Quay ed
in Twp. I S. Range S E.
At Clovia companies are
County.
H. Casad. Canutillo, lease No. 315
shaping up to begin operation tome dated
initial payment $10000,
distance north. Over in De Baca
2,560. located in Twpt. 18-county a rig hat arrived at Taiban. acreage,
S. Range S E.
The people there were badly fooled H. Casad. Canutillo, lease No. 316
last year when they thought actual dated
initial
$10000,
operations were in sight. A bluff acreage 3A38. locatedpayment
8
in Twps.
at a derrick drills no hole.
E.
S. Ranee
Roosevelt county may have a rig Clovit
lease No.
at work between Kenna and Elida. 322 HatedOil Co.. Clovis,
initial payment
The derrick it going up and the ma- $10000.
2,22096, located in
chinery is to arrive. There has been Twp. 2 acreage
N. Rant 27 E.
o much talk for to long a period
,
Bruins-tonP.
Georre
Artec, lease
about tht possible well to be drilled No.
321 dated
initial paynear Kenna the people are not over ment
f!00.00, acre see 1571491, locattill
see
actual
operthey
optimistic
N. Range
ations begin. . At Portalet the Ok- ed fn Twos. W.
lahoma company hat been handed a
Edward BowVer. Chicago, lease No.
block of 25,000 acres of land on
.x?4 dated
initial
partnership basis. Investigations are ginnno. arrr:e 260. located pavmenf
sn Twpt.
'nearly completed of the land and a
S. Range
E
location for a well about decided
T F. Robertson
T.
R.
Gilitland.
and
upon- - The local men back of this
movement are public spirited and in Tnlarota, lease No 328 dated
$100.00
acreare 1,920,
initial
payment
earnest to have a test made.
Down in the Pecot Valley the located in Twp. 10 S. Range 6 E.
Now Oil CasaaaaSoa
Roswell people are finishing up a
The Giant Copper Company of
detailed investigation of their holdings and much territory in Chaves, Silver City hat amended its articles
Eddy, Lincoln, De Baca counties. of incorporation and will hereafter
Several anticlines have been posi- be known at the Giant Oil and Retively located in the district. It re- fining Company. Theodore W. Carmains to be settled where the first ter it statutory agent : F. P. Jonet.
well thafl be drilled.
president : and D. C CrowetL secre1st Lea county progress it reported tary.
731.550 share
rf Mock have
by the company that plant work in been issued and 603,200 tbaret were
the Ranger Lake country. Others represented when the change in
re aconting over the plaint on both bi?inr
wat agreed trpon.
Oil Company. Portale
idee of the state line and from reH. B. ditches and
Tncomnrator:
look
good.
ports things mutt
thit county it part of the Gotr. W. E Lmdsey of Portalet and
John W. Coe of CoffryviTle. Kan-ta- t.
plaint that promises well for
all field.
Around Artesia and Dayton in The Largo OB Company,
Artec
Burk-Burne-
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D. Taylor, Frank
and Agnes J. l.ikins of

Incorporators: M.
L. Likins,

Aztec.

Southwestern Tularosa

Basin and

of Alamogoruo.
Incorporators : V. H. Loretz, J. L.
Stewart, J. H. Grant, F. N. Brown
Sr., and H. B. McDowell of F.I Paso
and W. E. Warren, Alainogordo.

Refining

Company

Valencia Petroleum Company of
Gallup has filed amended articles of
incorporation, increasing its capital
stock.
White Sand Oil Company of Clovis.
Incorporators: J. H. Green, and R. E.
La Laode and F. C. Green of Clovis.
CONFIDENCE IN NEW
MEXICO OIL PROSPECTS
The president of the Zinn Oil Company W. G. Edwards spend several
days in Santa Fe this week on oil
business. He left for the south this
morning for a tour of the state. Mr.
Kdwards is a leading attorney in
Denver who has become much interested in oil development in New
Mexico. The state is a very fortunate in having men of such stand'ng
interested in carrying out its exploration work.
"I am confident that oil in paying
quantities exists in New Mexico,"
said Mr. Edwards this morning in
discussing the oil outlook with the
State Record. "I am also much
pleased with the favorable attitude
of the people of the state toward the
investors of capital who come to
1
help develop the oil resources.
also find that the people are determined to discourage "wild cat" ttock
speculation.
"No commercial oil has apparantly
been developed as yet," continued
Mr. Edwards. 'The impression teems
to be general that it will require deep
drilling possibly 3,000 feet. This,
however should not discourage oil
is
My understanding
exploration.
that as a general rule the big producing wells in the new fields of Texas
and Wyoming
get their oil at s
depth of 2.508 to 3500 feet, while
shallow wells show limited and temporary production as a rule.
"Our company," added Mr. Edwards, "already has control of very
promising locations in New Mexico
Wai atoonse to test these at an early
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NUMBER
REPUBLICANS' PUT OVER
WOMEN'S SUFFRAGE

with a view of making a splendid
wheat farm.
The consideration was said to be
,
. i ...
i:. ..
"""" --icJ vrr ....' . "ui l"c
of ,1,e ,and u a guod as c"try
.
and
County's test as 1. vel as a llo'-.rlike other Curry County farms, free
or
weeds
from rorks, stumps, bad
any
other defects. Clovis News

NEW MEXICO

BERNALILLO

The new Congress got busy and
passed the resolution amending the
constitution to give the ballot to
women, in short order. As soon as
signed by the President the resolution is ready for the action of state
legislatures. It must be approved by
of the state legislature
In heenma ttertiv
It has been a long drawn out bat- tie from the first time the subject
was up tor consideration during the
days of the American Revolution.
Federal and state campaigns have
been persistently conducted. Wyoming adopted wuman's suffrage in
1869, Colorado in 18y2. Idaho in 1894
and Utah on admission in 1896,
1910.
1911,
California
WashinHton
Kansas, Arizona, and Oregon 1912,
Montana
and Nevada 1914, New
York 1917, and Oklahoma, South
Dakota, and Michigan 1918. Presi
dcntial suffrage was adopted in Illinois, Wisconsin,
Indiana,
Maine,
Minnesota, and Missouri 1918 Pri1917
ii.
and
Arkansas
mary suffrage
Texas 1918. The suffrage amendment
was defeated in Texas by popular
vote at a special election last week
The matter has been before Congress for some time. The vote is
recorded as follows :
Votad on la House J Times
1915
Failing by 78 of the necesvote.
sary
Passed January 10, with I
vote over necessary 3 majority.
1919
Passed May 21, with 14 votes
to spare.
Votad on la Saaata 4 Tiosos
1RR7
Yeas 16. navs 34.
1914
Failing by 11 votes.
1918
Failing by 2 votes.
February. 1919 Failed hy I vote.
Jnne 4. 1919 Passed with1 2 votes
over the necessary

Mora Rain

t

i

STRUCTION IS PROGRESSING WELL

three-fourt-

Stata Hem Bought For Girls
Another big rail- fell over this
That the state home for girls would '
last Saturday and Sunday. No
be located here became certain Sat-- 1 hail of any ennseqnenre lias been rewelfare
board'
when
the
girls'
urday
ported. Never in the history of the
been so prombought from Mrs. Henry I. Kelidrri county have prosp-;the large house at 611 South Uroad ising as this year - Clovis Journal.

way.
The establishment of the home was
provided tor by the last legislature
which appropriated SS.OOO annually
for the institution. It is intended for
girls who have been found guilty of
offenses by the courts. There is no
place in the state for them now, and
it has been the custom to send them
to jail, although there is a reformatory for boys at Springer.
Mrs. Felix Baca of Albuquerque is
chairman of the board, the other
members are Mrs. Jose Baca, Rose-adMiss Elizabeth Ecclcs, Silver
City; Mrs. Rupert Asplund, Santa Fe;
and Mrs. Jan Van liouten, Katon.
The board wat appointed by the
governor. Albuquerque Journal
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Building Homes
New houses continue to go up in
Clovis, but still there is demand fof
plenty more homes. Many people are
planning to erect homes during the
coming summer. One investor is
planning to erect six modern houses,
during the coming few months fof
rental properties. Clovis News.

READY TO
START WORK. PLANS FOR
FEDERAL AID PROJECTS
BEING RUSHED. BIDS TO
BE OPENED NEXT WEEK

C0KTBACT0K3

The New Mexico H:ghway Depart-u.ei- it
is getting busier as the season
advances.
The effice force, especially in the drafiing department,
has been further increased and more
men added to the field force to
hurry investigation of new projects
DE BACA
and complete plans and specifications of projects alreadv accepted.
Bull
Throa
The six district engineers
are
Ship
Registarad
and repair
Jos.
DeGraftenreid, Wednesday
busy on maintenance
work on state roads and assisting
shipped by local freight to his ranch
irl the investigations
near Buchanan, three fine young regof proposed
istered bulls; the animals were white
State Highway Engineer
nrojects.
Leslie A. Gillett it in the north part,
faces, fat to plumpness and as pretty
One of the bulls, IS
as pictures.
CHAVES
of the state looking over road condimonths old, weighed a thousand lbs.
tions and needs in San Miguel and
lie also shipped a fine young mule.
Colfax counties. Hit assistant, A. O
Contracts Let For Building
The stock was raised by Zweifct, on
Peabody is just back from a tour in
At a meeting of the Board of reg- the DeGraftenreid
ranch down the
Rernalillo and Valencia counties.
ents of the New Mexico Military In- valley. Mr. DeGraftenreid says weeds
The three surveying parties are
stitute held last week, with Gov- are
continuing work on the proposed
making an extraordinary growth
ernor O. A. Larrazolo present, the on his
Yeso
with some grass
road from Silver City to Santa Rita,
contracts for the construction of the Incidentally, range,
he hss not lost a Iamb
the Santa Fe Trail from Santa Fe to
new administration building and the thit season and
is
not
he
Pankry't gate, and Border hill in
hospital building at the Institute, about the wool market or worrying
the
Lincoln county.
high
were let.
cost of feeding sheepherders
Fort
are receiving
The contractors
The new administration building is Sumner
Review.
their outfit from Pueblo, Colorado,
to cost $45,000 and will be modern
will
be
and
in every particular.
ready to begin work on
and
McKenkie
shipped their cat- STATE LAND OFFICE
the Santa Fe Trail from Santa Fe to
This building it to be used for of- tle back fromBros,
Helen to their Yeso
fices and equipment.
WINS IMPORTANT CASE Pankey's gate shortly. Mishou and
ranch last week. There were 28 carMillard have the contract for gradThe hospital building is to be con- load in the
Sumner
Fort
shipment
When New Mexico wa admitted ing and surfacing this stretch of
structed at a cost of J0,000 and when Review.
nine miles, known a Federal aid
m a tal. it u,aa Lrrnttil a
completed will be one of the best
amount ot land for school and other project No. 3.
buildings on the hill. This represents
DONA ANA
Work is ready to begin on
a total of $75,0U0 in construction that
purposes, tour sections in every
When-- ; a! aid project No. 8 across the Mes-evwilt be done in this city during the
btiiiK designated.
summer months and will be a most
any such section was not avail- - rilern sands on the Lovington-Iios- Lloyd Sig'er arrived from Arizona
important addition to the Institute.
last Friday, He recently purchased able, tU'e state was given the rs),1it well road. J. A. Klassner, tuperin-- ;
o. the
Uuswell Record.
the fine Santo Tomas grant and i to select other unoccupied land. Ihe teudent of construction,
national forests cover a considerable ground and IH soon be pushing the
rapidly colonizing it.
of
link
of
this
Finds Ralie of "Bad Man" Days
important
acreage in the stale. In lieu of lands building
While riding over his pasture tasti Sell Carload of Baa in Colorado
in the national forests other lands hinliway.
'Isou and Burnham, of Lavtrne.
week John Emerson found an old cap; V. N. Hopper returned fore part oi were selected.
and ball Six shooter whkh had the week from Ordway where he
Alter the selection of lieu or in- - Oklahoma, are loading their outfit:
weathered the elements fur many, took a carload of bees f as Cruces dciiiiiily lands had been made by the 'and netting ready to begin work on
land commissioner for the state, the. Federal aid project No. 12 from
many years. The old hog leg was Citizen.
ll
to Comanche Springs
Thit
loaned an arouna, even every cap
department cut out
but one being in place. It shows the
tain lands from the national forests, firm has the contract for gradnig
InEDDY
and surfacing.
The land commissioner of the
ravages of many years exposure, all
Bids will be opened June 18 for the
of the handle except the frame havtenor Department thereupon refused
in
construction of Federal aid project
has
made
the
lieu
and
selections
rust
to approved certain
ing decayed,
Liva Stock Moving
No. 15, this being a concrete road of
deep inroad into the oid warrior.
Last week McCollom & Wright of of lauds that since the selection had
Cruces
between
Hagerman Messenger.
Carlsbad shipped three cars of goats been made, were relinquished from) about ten miles Bids
will be opened
the national forest. The Secretary and Mesquite.
to Kansas City.
24 for the construction of
Verdict For
Eli Taylor loaded about 400 head of the Interior sustained the tulington June
a gravel surfaced road west from
The jury in the case of Mr J. C of heifers
Carlsbad pens, of the commissioner.
at
the
Commis-- 1 Los Lunas.
Schafer against Steven S. Crosby
The New Mexico
consigned to buyers in Wyoming.
The Commercial Club of Farming- brought in a verdict for the plaintiff
E. O. Finlay, of Tucumcari bought sioner thereupon began suit to proa
to the highway
This
in the sum of $8,000.
wat
40U head of steers from T. A. Gray tect the rights of the state in the ton has sent $J0OO0
case wherein Mrs. Schafer was suing and 250 head of cattle from John Supreme Court of the District of engineer to be expended on the road
The Secretary between Farmington and Aztec in
for the alleged unlawful killing ofJ Lusk. The cattle were loaded at the Columbia and won.
of the Interior appealed. The Court San Juan county.
her husband by Crosby near Kenna Carl bad pens and were sent to
The Forest Service will open bids
a year ago.
of Appeals hat just rendered a deto pasture.
cision, sustaining the lower court. next week for the construction ot
four bridges on the
Big Damage Sail On
Mrt. F. A. Wright hat received About 50,000 acres are involved, ttella
road in the Santa Fe forest
The case of I. G Yatet against Os- from ttate educational
the case will be appealed
headquarters
The
work is under the direction of
car White, being a damage sfuit for a life certificate certifying to her to the Supreme Court is not known
is now on in district court
tlie federal road Bureau witn Head$43,000,
teacher in this state. as yet.
before Jadge Brice. Thit is a suit qualifications
When Senator A. A. Jonct was at- - quarters at Albuoxirrque.
Mrt. Wright hat been attending sumA survey for a proposed bridge
wherein the plaintiff it asking for mer normal for four years and has sisjtant secretary of the interior, he
California across the Canadian river at Logan
damages alleged to be dut for the now received the result of her lab- ruled on a similar case
it about ready.
of a ranch bought from ors. She is one of Eddy county's 'in funfhrmitv with the rsresent rul- - in Quay Coanty
are Deing praparea.
defendant. Ros well Record.
j nans
instructors and hat just ina of the department in tht MNew
AW
ex- - will be aboat
long.
a successful term of school Mexico case. Though the New
lice land commissioner asked to leave- - The construction of Federal aid
Vardlct For $1M
at Loving Carlsbad Current.
Wo.
IA
still under con-- I
is
the assistance in the matter. Senator project
The jury in the case of Huff
It is expected that coaJ- -!
declined as he at 'll favored the sideration.
Jones
the Santa Fe Railway Co., bewere
of
cars
shipped
hay
Ftyty
straction may be arranged for by
ing a suit far $1200 damages for al- last week from the Carlsbad and department's view of the matter
week. Tbi is an important
, rext
destinations in
leged injury to a shipment of mules, 'Otis districts, t
link in the road through the state
brought in a verdict for damages in Texas, Oklahoma, Louisiana aad Mis- CROP CONDITIONS
from Raton to the Colorado line
the sum of $1,000 in favor of the souri.
WEEK ENDING JUNE 3rd
'
in,
Kecently appointed employes
plaintiff. Roswell Record.
the drafting room of the state HighAmong the many fine yields of altilt
favorable
week
The
A.
O.
wat
Larraxolo
highly
way Department are
falfa reported from the Otis distrist the latter
COLFAX
part, when severe cold Jr, Ad'dfo Alvarez, Hugo Marack.
this week were those of J. H. Hardy
frost in and I.iLiraitce Mararhrw The last
the
State,
giving
overspread
anJ Ceasar Grandi, the former baling
and the lowest two come from the Shol of Mine
over two tons to the acre, while Mr, .northern counties
Flour Mill For Froacb
temperatures experienced in June at Socorro.
tons from lover
Construction has been begun on a Grandi got seventy-fou- r
much of the State. The show i ivcpnrts are Beginning to come in
e
Fred Dearborne
acres.
flour mill at French, to be
ers oi ine wcex were aini.ic, ckipi tom the (nnnnntinnrri of the var
e
built and operated by B. S. Matson eot twelve tons off his
counties that the three mill lew
And alfalfa was :in southern counties, where dryness of that place. The contract for con- field near town.
is felt and
are generally need- ,
.ft Federal road aiV provided
struction is with J. M. Baughman. selling for about $20 a ton at that ied. Sunshinerains
somewhat
was
tacking. for j Senaatr bill No. hi, has heen
It is planned to increase the capacity time Carlsbad Argus.
small
alfalfa,
grain ma,c Tn;, levy will he anticipated
Range, pastures,
of the mill to 110 barrels at a later
The Benson Brothers moved a land gardens ismade excellent progress by tbt issne of certificates of inperiod. Raton Range.
well, j rlebtedne
land
ttock
doing
unusually
to provide funds for
bunch of two hundred cattle reof corn and beans con- -, mediate construction. State Treat
E. E. Johnson moved four hundred cently purchased by them to their timiet and cult'vation it general.
,lrfr Charles V. Strong is dvrrti- ,,
head of his cattle from his Valley ranch northeast of town for pas- Frost damage was apparently
for bids on an issue of 50000',
ranch east of town to his large ranch ture. It was a sight for tore eyes fined to tender garden
truck, some br ar;ng six ptr rent interest, dated
in the Miami valley. He also moved to see the fifty or more white fared, beans, a little corn and the tops
1919 m l dn. lnlv 1 lO'l
v
several head of young heifers from fat calves in the herd, all in fine con- of alfalfa; fruits are apparently un- F
Rood
Carlsbad
Current.
dition.
the Miami ranch to his ranch near
harmed
Nearly enough funds are available
the Springer reservoir. Mr. Johnson
to repair the road up Santa Fe Cat
it getting into the cattle game right The pretty Albritton cottage was THE MESILLA VALLEY
yon. N. Howard Thorpe, the county
and expects to have quite a herd of purchased by R. L. Hungate, Santa
OIL COMPANY OFFER
tiinrrintMiilnl is Knew shafting
Fe agent at Carlsbad, who will move
stock before the tummer is
as toon at possession can be given.
Timet.
'things i p. Santa he water and Light
will
ut
This
test
company
The residence, though not large, is
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In an address before the Pan
American Conference now in session
in Washington,
Frank A. Vanderlip,
former president of National City
Bank of New York laid:
"Europe, has received such a shock
as cannot be measured by those who
have not seen it at close range. Men
all over the country are idle. The
disorders are a result of want; idleness and revolution and cannot be
confined to any one locality. Do
not think that I am predicting a
in Europe, but I beconflagration
lieve that continent is now balanced
upon a knife edge and that the future alone can tell whether there
will be a conflagration 6r not"
"A catastrophe may come out of
the present situation which will affect ut alt. If the catastrophe is
averted, as I believe it will be, the
position of those countries of this
hemisphere which are rich in resources and unharmed by war, is of
supreme importance."

SHALL THE GOVERNMENT
REGULATE LABOR T
At the convention of the Short
Line Railroad Association held In
thft week President
Washington
Birdie M. RoHinson said:
"While government regulation of
the carriers t explained to the most
minute details," he said, "the employes are left to exercise their own
sweet willl, wfcirh they often do in a
most autocratic way. Wage demands
have absorbed already the tt.OOO.OMI-00- 0
rate increase which is being paid
by the public "
In view of the "redVless extravagance of the rovernment in all its
business, Mr. Robinson said, the demand for railroad economy wss "ridiculous." He denounced the claim of
$1W.OOD,000 taved in ike first year
of government operation as unjustified aad charged that in fact, government operation caused a deficit
of $1,000,000 every day in the first
sixteen months of government control.
INCREASED TELEPHONE AND
RAILROAD RATES UPHELD.
The Supreme Court handed down
several decisions this week, sustaining the authority of the postmaster
general and the director general of
railroads to increase intrastate as
well at interstate rates under the
Federal Control acts. Decrees, enjoining the companies to establish
increased rates, handed down by
state and lower Federal courts, were
dissolved.
The war It over, but war legislation
it still in effect and in these cases
arc npheld by the Supreme Court
Congress alone ran remedy thit condition and again permit the ttatet

to control strictly state matters.
THREE CENT FARE

NOT FOR NEW MEXICO
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Walker D. Ifines, Director General
of Railroads, has advised the New
Mexico Corporation Commission that
the administration will not grant a
reduction in passenger fares in the
state.
Government control it expected to cease December 31, 1919
and the matter will therefore not be
subject to change until after, the
railroads are returned to their own-era.

MODIFY WAR PROHIBITION URGE WORKERS

Representative! of organized labor
appeared before the House Judiciary
Committee thit week at a hearing on
the proposal to modify the war prohibition measure to permit tale of
and beer and urged that
light
thit change may be made for the
benefit of the working man.
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SIR GEORGE E. FOSTER

BEGIN REIGN

MISS ALBERTA

VILLA RERELS

OF TERROR

BICKNELL

THE SEAPLANE

ANARCHISTS ATTEMPT TO BLOW
UP LEADING PUBLIC
MEN.

IS OVER

NC-- 4

ARE DEFEATED
BATTLE AT SAN ANDRE3 WITH
CARRANZA TROOPS IS
GIVEN OUT.

AMERICAN FLAG TAKEN ACROSS
ATLANTIC OCEAN BY

WARNING

U. S.

1ST ATTEMPT SUCCESS

HOME OF ATTORNEY GENERAL IN
WASHINGTON IS WRECKED

FEDERALISTS JOIN BANDITS AND
CARRANZA GOVERNMENT IS
WEAKENED.

LANDS AT PLYMOUTH, ENGLAND,

Western Xew tfpaper I'nl.in Ntrws Strvlee.

Western Newspaper fnl'in News Service.
Plymouth, June 2. The seaplane
NC-4- ,
pride of the American navy,
crosse d Plymouth sound Saturday uft-

BY

BLAST.

Western Newspaper I'ni'jn NVl
J nix' H. Aniiilicr atVusliiiigtoii,
tempted reigu tif terror, direrleil
uKiiinst puMic offiriuls who liuve
been urtive in their prow-cu- t ion wan
Ilium-helby American railimls shortly
iServl.e.

SENT

Kl Paso, Texas, May Si. Colonel J.
(i. Kzcohar, in command of the Juarez
garrison, gave out a telegram trom
lien. J. A. Castro at 'liihitahua City

Miss Alberta Blcknell, daughter of
announcing the defeat of a rchel force Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Blcknell, has been
miles to tin? awarded the Order of Elizabeth by
Sir George E. Foster, one of Can- at San Andres, forty-fiv- e
ada' delegate! to the peace confer- west. The luittle, according to the the queen of Belgium. She is twenty
hours, years old and has been working in
ence, la a Canadian by birth, and ia message, lasted twenty-fou- r
the preeent minuter of trade and com- the rehels, commanded hy Martin
Belgium for two years.
merce. He has had a long and disof their force.
., losing one-hal- f
tinguished career in Canadian poli- The federals were under command of

iiij-'lit-

1

I

ernooii, circled the place whence the
Pilgrim Fathers sailed in their cockle
shell ship for Ihe new world in KKO,
and alighted in the futiewaier, her
epoch making transatlantic flight end
ing on May Ml.
As she came into view through the
western haze. Lnglaud gave her the
splendid welcome she deserved.
Iiespiie adverse wind anil weather
conditions, the NC-- covered the last
leg without a hitch to mar the exploit
Safe and sound but thoroughly fa
tigued by the physical ordeal of the
trip, as well us the mental strain.
Commander Albert C. Read and his
crew slept peacefully Suturduy night.
The rousing welcome of Plymouth
residents to the American airmen and
the cordial reception given to them
a boa id the Rochester by Rear Adnilrul
lunkett, the mayor of Plymouth,
British ami American officials nnd the
crews of tlie other NC planes, reached
a climax with the first actual landing
of the victorious crew at the spot from
which the Pilgrim Fntherg set forth
for America.
There wus wonderful interest in the
flight, although it was eclipsed by the
previous flights of this seaplane, for In
the opinion of Amerlcnn naval officers
nnd the Hrltish nubile generally the
NC-reached the peak of her great
adventure when she spanned the At
lantic at Lisbon.
The pride felt by Americans In the
extraordinary fent of the NC-- found
echo In genuine admiration, expressed
hy British naval men and airmen for
the crew's skill and pluck mid the
plans of the American
navy to facilitate and safeguard the
flight.
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Increased Rates Sustained.
Washington. Increased railroad, telephone and telegraph rules, ordered by
the railroad administration and by the
pewtmaster general respectively, hav
been sustained by the Supreme Court,
which held that the war MWers conferred by 'ongress iisn the President
included sweeping control over the
railroad and wire systems with "supreme and conclusive" authority to fin
Interstate rates. .The questions were
decided in two opinions handed down.

Hawker Make Speech.
I .on don. Speaking at a
luncheon
given by the Ihilly Mail in his and
Lieutenant Commander brieve's honor,
Harry O. Hawker deprecated the organization which had won for the
United States the honor of the first
crossing of the Atlantic by a heavier
than air machine. He declared It was
not a serious attempt, with a ship sta- ioned at "every twenty yards." Hawk
er continued : "If you put a ship eras?
fifty miles. It shows you have no fight
In your motor."

Chinese Seize Petrograd.
Stockholm. The sound of a heavy
bombardment has been heard within
the last few days In the direction ef
Petrograd and Kronstadt, according to
advices received here. The advices report a panic among the Bolshevist
leaders at Petrograd, a' number of
whom, it is asserted, have fled with the
state funds. Petrograd, according to
the report is In the hands of Chinese,
Lett and Finnish Reds, who are said to
have mastered the soviet authorities
after heavy street fighting.

Fear German Attack,
Paris. Fears of a GenmHi attack on
Poland have been expressed by Ignace
Paderewski, the Polish premier, who
has arrived in Paris. The reports of
pogroms in Poland were denied by the
premier. He declared stk
reports
were purely German propaganda. With
to
the
I'krainian
regard
situation, the
premier asserted that the recent fight
ing was brought on hy the Ukrainians.
who etrned the armistice May 11. and
then attacked the Poles at two places
Mar 12.

Ruth Law May Fly Atlantis.
Chicago. Rath Law, aviatiix, an
nounced here that she plans to attempt
a transatlantic flight within six weeks.
She win nse a new Curtis land bi
plane equipped with two
motors of 400 horsepower each,
and will be accompanied by James
her mechanician. The machine
is now being built for her by the Cur
tis company, she say. She expect
the I'nited fftste navy to give her
sncti assistance as she may desire la
making the fllahL
Cnrtias-Klrk-ba-

n

La-m- t,

Western Newspaper Union News Service
DENVER MARKETS.
Fat steers, ch. to prime. . .H.B015.e
Fat steer., good to choice. i:.60l 7S
Fat steers, fair to good...
ia.OoSli.7
Helfere. prime
Cows, fat. good to choice.. 11.76gl2 J
10.0Ull.
Cow, fair to good
i.M
1.00
Cows, medium to fair
6.69
i.10
Cows, cannere
Bulla
1.5oe10.00
!
U.00
Veal calves
14.50
.for MFeeders, (food to choice...
11.O0&12
2J
Feeders, fair to good
Ktockers, good to choice.. 10.00'tflO.S
.60 10.60
Stockers. fair to good

U0Hi
-

tl.50S 20.30

Good hogs
Sheep
Lambs, fat. Itijlit
I a m tin.
fat, heavy
Ewes, good to choice

117.50-918.0-

16. 5'fl 17.2b

13.0UOH.7

Dressed Poultry.
The following prices on dressed poul- o. il. Denver:
3T
..S6
rurkeys. N
4,36
riirkeyn. old tnm.
35
Turkeys, choice ...
St
nens, lb
24
Oucks. younir
..22
Cieese
..IS 0 20
Itoosteis
..15
Live Poultry,
035
t lbs. or over...
Turkeys,
29
Hens ...
Oucks
....JO 022
teese
617
....IS
ii r are net

an
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Clevo-land-

QUOTATIONS

New Tork. Jonson'a learned sock
of literary renown want far to the
background in Esses Market court,
when Mary's stocking came Into the
limelight Mary's stocking waa a perfectly good stocking, without a single
hole In it, according to the evidence,
but as a savings bank It left something
to be desired.
It all happened at a dancing party
held at Mary Gluzek's home. She paid
the sum of $28 for the festivities.
Mary herself said so.
"Feodor Plochiach pinched $28 out

OCEAN.

.
before miiltiight last
A bomb explosion utiich ilaina'il
lh- residence of Attorney I initi al
Mitchell Palmer, in Hie faliimiulile
"ortliesi Miiiuii of Washington, lull
which apparently resulted only in the
tics.
GREETS PLANE
(ien. Petrocilo llernamlez. The men-- LISBON
death of In' bomb plitnf or, was
sage gave no Ueluils of the u umber of
at brief intervals by similar exmen fiitfaj.'cU.
plosions in seven oilier cities in a licit TROOPS COMING HOME
AMERICAN
MACHINE SETS NEW
extending frnni Cleveland to Itoston.
WORLD ACHIEVEMENT
Washington. While officials here
lSesitles Washington, Cleveland and
reon the
lkistoti, cities In wliti li lioinli outrages SIBERIAN TROOPS STORM ANAR are silent
ports from Mexico that the X'lllistas
occurred wore Pittsburg, rulersmi, X.
TIME IS TWENTY-SICHISTS' STRONGHOLD.
have set up a provisional government FLYING
West Philadelphia, Now Ymk and
HOURS AND FORTY-ONas
with
lien.
Angeles
provi
Felipe
Wosl
Mass.
Philadelphia
Ncwtotiville,
MINUTES.
sional president and Friiucisco Villu
and Pittsburg were snli.lerli'd In Uvo
NEW BRITISH VOLUNTEER ARMY us provisional secretary of war, the
separate explosions.
REPLACE AMERICANS IN
movement ia regarded here as fraught
Union News Service.
Public oflioials against whose liven
RUSSIA.
with crave significance for Mexico. Western Newspaper
had heen
il was imilrateil ill
I.lshon, May 28. W hen the Amerl
an
diploAmong
many
made were: In Washington, A. Mitch-- i
mats and some of the home govern- can seaplane JM'-- I eunie up the Tagus
II I'nliner, rniied State iiitorncy genWestern X?aapr 1'nlcin Nrwi Service.
officials the helief is that the fall river the populace, crowding all places
ment
eral ; Claude A. Swaiison, tailed
Archangel, May ,'tfl. The American of the Currunzu government is near ut ni vantage, gave full expression to
I '.us
In
from
Slates seiialor
Virginia.
cruiser Ich .Moines arrived here simul- hand ami they say that Cnrranzu is their enthusiasm by cheers of welIon, Justice Albert K. Iluyden of III) taneously
with transports bringing ahout to pay the price for flouting for- come, the booming of guns and the
.
of bells.
Itoxhury municipal court. In
new itritlsh volunteer army units to eign nations and
pursuing a false eco- ringing
In
I.,
Pitts
flavin.
Mayor Hairy
relieve the American and other troops nomic anil financial policy In Mexico.
For days the people of Lisbon had
William it. who have heen fighting since last
burg, r'cilerul Judge
President Curranza, it has been been awaiting the completion of this
Thompson and V. XV. Siliray, chief in- August.
learned
from an official source, was nioineutoiis voyage over the Atlantic
spector of the bureau of Immigration.
Admiral McOilly, commander warned nearly a year ago hy the and, (bough dlsupiioliited from day to
Hear
In Xmv York, Judge Charles C. Nott,
of Hie American naval force In
I'lilled .States government that Villa tiny becuuse of the inability of Com.lr., of the Court of lieneral Sessions.
is on hoard the Ics contemplated u new campaign on an mander lteed's craft to continue Its
waters,
In Xewtonville, Mass., Itcprcsentiilive
Moines. The gunboat Yankton is ex- extensive scale In the spring of this flight because of unfavorable weather
J.eland XV. Powers of the Stale Legisconditions, yet each day they looked
pected to arrive here within a few year.
lature.
hopefully towards the west for the
daya.
learned
It
lias
heen
authoritatively
and
In all ruses except patcrson
The ships on which the new forces that X'llla began preparations for the coming of the Americans.
were
Philadelphia the homli nttemplK
the first unit
arrived will
Karly in the day word was flashed
directed against the lives of pnlilic of- of American transport which it Is ex- piesent campaign early last year. He that the NC-bad started and at inmuni-- I
infantry,
arms
heen
and
has
assembling
ficials. In Patei iin the home of a silk
will he homeward hound ill lions since tiiat time, accumulating tervals there were bulletins of the
pected
manufacturer was wrecked, while in one week.
funds for bis war chest find mapping progress made. The whole cily was
Philadelphia, where two explosions ocI...,
eu fete and during the latter hours
O..
on
the
The
American
last
mil
lite I il j in,.!..,.o.
ot'ilion
infantry
vi .1...
curred, attempts were made to Mow
virtually all business was abandoned
to
sent
heen
the
winter
word
front
has
be
Just
Vologda
Inning
up a 'alhollc chinch and u private relieved railway
those who crowded everywhere to
by
to
to
bis
be
followers
take
months'
all
after
ready
nearly eight
Plymouth. Discussing the NC-4- 'i
residence.
service. The Americans received II the field early in tiie spring. He ad- witness the arrival.
Lieut. James L. Breese, Jr., of
flight,
boinh
the
The
tiuided by Rklllful hands the Ameristeps rousing farewell from the lirltish and visee! them to get their crops In early,
planted under
California, Ihe reserve
of the home of the niloriiev general al Itussian
as precaution iigalnst famine, for the can plane, which bad covered the dis- of the NC-4- , said: "XVe had all the
command at ( Ihozerskayn.
ill. "ill It street, In the fashionable
destroyAmerican Memorial I ny services campaign would start as soon as the tance between the proteciliig clock-likcomforts of home on the old boat. We
Xorihwcst section of Washington, were observed at the
ceme- grass grew green to insure forage for ers along the route with
Archangel
had comfortable bunks In which we
and
wrecked the dwelling, smashed In Ihe
In
over
I.lshon
swept
regularity,
All
are
of the their horses.
this Information eame
Interred
tery, where
took relays for sleeping. Hot water
cruiwindows of nil.jnining houses lor a liixi Americans who have niaiiy
near
down
the
settled
grucefully
heen killed to ihe Washington authorities from
from the radiator faucet near the
block, hut injured no one within Ihe in action or died of disease In north many sources ami it was upon this ser Itncbestcr.
hunks helped to make shnvlng easy.
Palmer residence.
liussia.
information that the warnings were
We knew when we were near a
An empty suitcase, found near the
Poiila I'd C.uilii. The arrival of the
sent lo I'arranza.
destroyer, as Rodil (Knsign Charles
NC-Lisbon
at
the
murks
entrance, and a haudhlll sinned '"Ihe
.completion
LondonSlherian troops of Ihe
Cnrranza failed to take any ltd Ion
Anaic hisl ic 1'igliters," printeil on red
In his- Itoclcl, Cleveland, Ohio, radio operator)
government were storming Oren- until the Vllllstas were on the trail of the first tratiNullaiitic flight
would tell us the radio was gelling
in
fashion
worded
ihe
with
honor
coveted
paper,
iuflamiuatory
going to
burg, one of Ihe last P.olshevlsl strong- and began to cut lie railway lines tory,
Then in n few minutes we
stronger.
mid serving notice of intent of its nit holds in southeastern
manned
a
and
machine
built
designed,
Itussia, and an and to isolate hands of Mexican fed- would feel u distinct hump and knew
thorn to begin fen era war on leaders Important railway .lunei ion, on May 21, era troops. Six weeks ago he had by Americans.
we were over one. It seems that the
of society, was the only clew availahle iiceordliig to a telegram received here N.OoO men In Torrcnu, it was
Flotilla Commander Wortman at
report eel,
or smoke from a vessel has an
heat
del
a
radio
received
at a late hour tonight.
tlaihi bus
from Omsk.
with a large supply of arms and am- Poiila
effect on the air seven or eight hunThe hody of the mini killed was
message relayed from the plane, say- dred feet
The Itolsheviki are faeetl by further munition.
up, and this caused the
literally shredded over the hlock and internal
troubles and the official
Instead of moving north In force to ing: "XVe are safely on the other side
driven Into the asphalt pavement.
statement received here hy wireless engage Villu while the bitter's foce of the pond." Later messages report bump."
Mr. Palmer and other members of from Moscow refers lo the "internal was scattered over the state of Chi- ed the crew all well, and gave brief
London.
The crewa of the three
the family were at home, hut escaped front" where "an advance against huahua, the major portion of these details of the arrival In Portugal. The
American naval seaplanes came to
worked
and
apengines
any Injury, though the trout of lie Vinnitsa has heen slopped."
splendidly,
in
remained
Torrean.
troops
mill were given a typical reresidence almost collapsed with the
The small detachments of troops parently there was no untoward Incl-- ception us their train
There lias also been an uprising
stopped at
force of the explosion. They were on against the soviet in the district of sent north to garrison cities, towns dent of uny kind.
station. American sailors nnd
.News of the triumph was greeted hy
Ihe second floor preparatory to retir-In- SliungH around Lake Onega, northwest nnd camps, were easily overcome by
soldiers rushed for the car that conal the time. So thoroughly was of Petrograd.
Villa, who was thus able to mill to bis the cheers of great crowds on the tained Lieut. Commander A. C.
Read,
wnter
the
whistles
of
the hody of the man killed scattered
front,
shrieking
a
to
According
telegram received military equipment.
who brought the NC-safely across
that surgeons had difficulty in ascer- hero from Kem, the Bolshevist comIteports of X'illa's policy In the and the ringing of bells. The plane the Atlantic, seized him and bore him
taining whether one or two persons missioners la the Sliunga district recent capture of Parral have Just covered the distance at a speed of on their shoulders
up and down the
had heen involved. Pieces of two sepa- were killed and the Ited (iliards dis- reached the State liopiirtnient and more than eighty miles an hour.
As soon us the news was received platform, and then to an automobile
rate firearms were also located, one persed.
demons!, ale why the rebel leader is
a
for
parade.
tin automatic pistol ami Ihe other a
The Bolshevist statement also ad- able to win the supiHiri even of the here Admiral Jackson ordered all the
revolver.
mits Hint the Bolshevist troops con conscripted federal troops sent to op- war craft in the harbor to blow their
Will Build Huge Plan.
whistles ami sirens. This was kept
The suitc ase w as of cheap enlist ruc- tinue to retire In Ihe Petrograd region pose him.
Lisbon.
"Our next flight will he
When I'nrral wus captured. Villa up for five minutes, the sailors and
tion. The haudliill, which was grease-- before the I kranlans.
hiiw bile cheering the great from New York to Newfoundland and
A Itussian wireless tnessiige denies Imprisoned or executed the officers, ",rl,-,'cot tec I, was headed
ill large type,
iriuinpn. me toiai eiapseu Uitidon," declured Lieutenant Com"Plain Words." It opened with the the report that explosions bud oc- hut told the men that he upprecloted
wfuni!lnnd to Lis- - mander Bellinger of the NC-1- , Just bef" '"'B l""e
statement: "The powers that lie make curred In I'etrogri'd due to Its ap- the fact they were .unscripted and IXon
was
twenly-sihour and forty- - fore departing for Plymouth, "and It
did
HO (secret of their intention to
The
evaluation.
not
hold
their
proaching
conduct
the
dispatch
against one minutes.
stop
will be In a craft beside which the
worldwide revolution in America," declares iliere Is no intention of them.
present huge planes are pygmies."
He said he had need of their arms
and concluded, after announcing H iihandoiiing Ihe city, and that reinWashington The NC-- 4 flew the According to Commander Bellinger,
and equipment, which belonged to the
acceptance o i ehiillemro to some kilo, forcements already sent to the
front, south of Petrograd, are Mexican government, but that the men Inst leg of her transatlantic flight on the next naval plane will have nine or
of a war wi! t a printed signature,
"The Anarchist
succeeding In driving buck the enemy. were free lo return to their homes, almost exactly the 100th anniversary twelve Lllierty engines and wings with
Fighter."
The American and British minister providing they would give their Indi- of the first crossing of the ocean hy a spread of more than 100 feet It
vessel. One hundred will carry a dead weight load three
ut XX'arsnw have protested against the vidual word that they would not take a steam-driveSoldiers Soon Out of France.
years ago Hay 21 the steamer Savan- times greater than the present largest
in east liallcla, ac up arms against hliu again.
intensive
ioiisii
"France
lie
will
ashington.
pracnah, which also flew the American ship, and perhaps more.
cording to a dispatch to the Kxchauge
tically clear of American soldiers ly
flag, put in at Liverpool, hlrtng comfrom Vienna by way of
Telegraph
Consider Universal Training.
July I," Secretary linker told t'le
pleted the trip across the Atlantic lo
Trees Bear With Car.
Copenhagen.
House naval affairs fouiinitlcc.
t
ashington. The establishment of twenty-fivdays. The Savannah waa
Bend.
Ore. A llvllt autnmnMla la
for between l."iil,i
nnd "1111,001
universal military training in conjunc only l.'to feet lon- g- nly four feet
to be preferred to a bear dog
Wets May Win.
men in the army of occupation tilt
tion with the use of the National more than the wing spread of the greatly
in treeing Bruin, according to Ranger
American expeditionary
force will
iouists are Uiianl as a reserve force Is being con- NC-Washington.
C. D. Springer of the Deschutes nahave been returned lo the United proceeding on the theory that notwith- sidered by Secretary of War Baker.
tional forest and Charles Thomas, who
States at the end of July, the secretary standing the constitutional amendment The secretary of war has been careful
Te Complete Alaskan Road.
black bear withbagged a
declared.
prohibiting the manufacture ami sale to slate that his consideration of uniashington. Early completion of out getting out of their car. The aniof intoxii-utfnwill
Is
versal training
liquors. Congress
purely tentative and the Alaskan
the navigable mal waa aeen standing In the road
Would Join League of Nations.
be able to find a way to evade the contingent upon the President's opin- waters of therailroad to
interior 1 necessary for eyeing the machine Intently. As the
enforcement
The
of
strict
the
Washington.
Philippine island
provision and ion as to whether the military training the success of the entire railroad con car approached he fled, bnt the auto
will apply for membership in the that actual prohibition will exist only of the youth of the nation Is necessary struction
program In the territory an turned after him, dodging stumps and
in
us
states
such
have prohibitory laws or desirable In the world "as it Is lie-league of nations Immediately after re
by the government accord logs, and finally forced the fugitive to
and
their indoiendciice and will re
provide for their enforcement by Ing reconstructed by the peace confer Ing to J. U Mcpherson,
engineer of the take refuge In a tree. One shot brought
ence.
gard such membership as sufficient the states themselves.
Alaskan engineering commission.
him down.
protection from outside aggression.
Troop Train in Washout
Charge Mad Against Reynolds.
Discharge Blind Boldiera.
New York to Frisco.
Eighty Killed in Fire.
Omaha, Neb. A troop train beating
Washington. Charges which were
Washington. Discharge from servA
XXushington.
transcontinental
3.T0 memliers of the Twenty-flflbroke
Fire
out
enNew
comb Carlton, preslmale by
n
ice of
soldier
blinded
flight from Xew York to San Francis- gineers, practically all from California, ilent of the Western t'nion
Telegraph during the performance la a moving while serving In France, was anco, with one stop. Is planned hy the ran Into m washout before
,
bouse
here and a large number nounced by the bureau of war risk Inthat Edward Reynolds for picture
daylight on
army air service within a few duyi. the Brul in
twenty-fiv- e
railroad,
merly general manager of the Postal of persons were killed or Injured. The surance. Some of the rases still retain
The flight, which will be made in
of
miles west
Omaha, anil five cars of Telegraph-CablCompany bad at list of dead has reached eighty, the sufficient vision to enable them to see
I nlted States Martin bomb plane. Is the train went into the J'latte river.
e
tempted to make government operation bodies of
children and twen objects dimly, but all are totally blind
laid out over thirteen states and 133 One hundred and fifty soldiers awak- of
women having he- - found. The in an Industrial sense, and on that
the telegraph system a failure In
cities and towns. It Is planned to start ened from sound sleep to find the wa an attack
upon Postmaster Heneral injuries of most of those taken from basis will be paid $100 a month. In adthe flight from Mineolsi fiebL U I on ter from two to six feet deep in their Burleson were
features of the hearings the buildings were slight. There were dition to "7..ri0 which they will receive
the morning of the day t hnivn, and to sleeping cars. All the men were re before the Senate commerce committee
some hundreds of these. Four thousand from their Insurance. The number of
in
the
two successive cueiL but twenty-sevecooniplele
flight
were more or on legislation for return of the tele spectators were in the theater when men In the American forces who were
one
with
days,
only
stop of a few less injured In the wreck.
the fire started.
phone and telegraph properties.
left blinded total 129.
hours.

MARKET

Stocking.

AFTER EVENTFUL FLIGHT
ACROSS

LATC

Court Is Puzzled Over How Bank
Roll Got Out of Party

AIR ROUTE.

TEN BOMBS EXPLODED

MONEY VANISHES
FROM HOSE BANK

....

1914

Cox

V

'Si

....11

Kkks.
Eggs, strictly fresh, case
count
in.85ffli2.us
II utter.
CO
Creameries, ex. 1st tirade, lb.
Creameries, 2d grade (cold
(7
storage), lb
64
Process butter
43
Packing stock

iT
"Are You Sure He Took

Vegetables.
.07 9 .11
,
Asparagus, Colo
. t.oo o t oo
Beans, Navy, cwt
.4.60
. I.60
Beans, Pinto, cwt
Beans, Lima, lb
;
a
Beans, green, lb
.it
.14 W .10
,
Beans, wax, lb
4.00
.
3.60
u
Beets, new, cwt
. .i2ve.u
lb
Cauliflower,
1.60
Cl.rv hnmmtrwnmin dos. ... 1.26$
.tiit 1.60
Cucumbers, h. h., do!
Leaf lettuce, h. h., dos... . .26$ .60
1.00
. .SO
Lettuce, head, dos
. .20$ .26
,.
table, dos
Mary Unions,
1.00
4.00W
,
Onions, new,

Ml
itr

of my stocking," announced
through the Interpreter.
How do you know he took It?"
asked Mr. Hognn, the assistant district
attorney.
Somebody told me that he said he
did," declared Mary.
"Are you sure lie took It?"
"Koine fellows saw him count It,'
parried Mury.
In what denominations was the
money?"
In two rolls ; one bad eight $1 bill!
and the other two If 10s."
Witnesses were called. They testi
fied that they had seen Feodor pick
up tUe money from the floor. He then
counted the $S roll and showed it to
the assemblage. This he returned to
Mary Inter. Mary admitted it. She
even admitted that she might have lost
the money from the stocking.
Judge Slmms became worried.
"Hut I can't see," he said, "how the
money got out of the stocking. The
mystery Is too deep for me. How.
ever, there cun be no charge of larceny
from the person, since the defendant
picked up the money from the floor.
Feodor then proved to the satisfac
tion of the court that he had not rifled
Mary's stocking, but that whutever
money he had he had found on the
floor.
And since there was no evt
deuce concerning the missing $20, Feo
dor was allowed to go.

cwt.,,......

. .08 itf .10
Peas, new, lb
Peas, new. Telephone, lb., . .12HG.1G
, i. 00 a 7.00
Potatoes, new, cwt
. .I09 .16
lUcJiahea,
.40 0 .60
.
Itadishes. rouud, hothouse
. 4.00$ i.00
Turnips, new, cwt.

HAY AND GRAIN.

farmers, f. o. b. Denver.
(Prices paid
By L. 8. Bureau of Markets.)
Wheat, hard winter, cwt. .IJUIftf 1.1314
2 46
Oats, white Neb. No. I, cwt
3.85
Yellow corn, No. 3, cwt...
Mixed corn. No. 3. cwt.... 1.20 3.32
2.60
llarley, No. 3. cwt,
2.60
Feed barley, cwt
South Park hay. No. 2, ton J5.00S 34.00
26.00
No.
1,
ton, mostly.
Alfalfa,
1.00
Blraw, ton
FI.OI'R AM SI G A 11.
(Wholesale Prices by L. S. Bureau of
Markets.)
Wheat flour (in quarters,
halves and
sacks). 10.6066-4per cwt
Cornmeal. yellow and white,
4.20 4. 10
per cwt
10.00
Sugar, granulated, per cwt..
HIDES A.NU I'KI.TS,
Dravrr I'rlee l.lst.
Hides.
Dry
34c
up
Butcher, 16 Ilia, and
34c
Butcher, under 18 lbs
32c
Fallen, all weights
20o
Bulls and staas
10O
Culls
Dry salted hides, 6c per lb. less.
to
horsehides
Dry
price of arreen salted.
Dry Fllat Pelle.
Wool pelts
Ite
, 1 8c
Short wool pelts
No. 1
Butcher
20
No. 2 and murrain shearlinss
14o
Bucks, paddles and pieces nf pelts lOo
tirrra Mailed 1Hides. Fie.
Heavy cured. No.
(over 25
lbs.)
13ffl9o
No.
J
cured,
(over 26
ALARM CLOCK SAVES SIX LIVES Heavy
17013c
lbs.)
12e
nulls. No. 1
Bulls. No. 2
1011a
lOo
Ringing Awakens Philadelphia Man, Glue hides1 and skins.
.113 2110
Kip, No.
Who Opens Window in the
lSffl 18o
Kip. No. 3
Nick of Tims.
Calf. No. 1
33'S5e
Calf. No. 2
31i33e
cured
lb.
hides,
lc
per
less
Partly
Six were saved from man curea.
Philadelphia.
(ireen hides, 2c per lb. less than
asphyxiation here by the ringing of an cured.
alarm clock.
Crrea Salted llersehldoa.
Fumes from a leaking gas pipe had No. 1
one 1. 00
n7.00
almost filled the home of Mr. and Mra. No. 2
$(.00
Headless, 60c less.
William Itecse. 010 Broad street Lans- - Ponies
3. 0004. 00
and slue
were
while
the family
dale,
asleep,
Oreen hides. 2o per lb. less than
when the alarm clock began ringing.
cured.
It awakened Howard and William,
Miscellaneous Markets.
sons, employed at a near-bfoundry.
As they rose both fell to the floor, unMetal Markets.
conscious. Mr. Beese heard the fall,
Colorado settlement prices:
and though almost overcome, he
Bar silver. 11.08 .
crawled into their room and saved
Copper, per pound, It H 017c.
lead, 16.26.
their lives by opening the windows.
Spelter. (8.00.
Mrs. Ileese, though 111, could move
Tungsten, per unit 17.50 010.00.
about. The daughters, Hattie and Margaret were unconscious. They and the
I.lve Stack at Chirac.
sons were later revived.
ChicaKo. Hoge Bulk. 3t4.2O03O.4O.
members
of
all
the
Virtually
family neavy weights, 120.20010.45; medium
are suffering from the effects of In- weiitht. 320.15020.40: light welaht.
10.76020.40: light light f 11.00 0 30.16;
the
gas.
haling
heavy packing sows, smooth. 313.(00
10.75: sows, rough. llt.Oeail ID: m..
v.v.v
(K.260 10.00.
Medium enrf
Cattle Beef steers:
Lock of Hair in
heavy weight, choice and prime. (15.(0
vii-vi- ;
ana srooa, (IS 160
meaiuni
Letter Brings Suit
(1 1.(00 It. (S:
18.00;
common,
livht
weight, good and choice, (13.7S01(.2(:
enmmoa and medium.
(10 (Oft 14. na.
London. At Neath Elizabeth
Butcher rattle: Heifers. ((.3(014.f(cows. ((.15014.(0; cannere and cut
Thomas, Cecil street Neath, apters,
(0.400 (.1(; veal calves, light and
plied for a variation of mainhandy weight. (K.000 18.(0: feeder
steers. (10.35014.(0; atocker aUcra.
tenance order granted against
((.260 13.60.
her husband, Philip Thomas, col14
Bounds
Iheep Lambe.
lier, Tnyscedwyn House, Cados-ton- .
(18.60016.60:
(( pounds up. (13.000
15. 36: culls and common.
A. J. Jeffrey apNeath.
8eiAiiAn.
springs. (17.26 01 (.25:
weth
peared for the woman and
ers, (11.26013.25: ewes, yeerltna
medium, good
Windsor Williams for defendand choice.
75011. 00; culls and
common. (4.(00 (.60.
ant There was also a summons
Caab erala la Chirac. .
by the husband for the discharge
11 ram
In
of the separation order.
Corn Na. 1 vll
Chirac.
1.78
No. 4 yellow, nominal; No. (' yelcomplainant
low, nominal.
denied being friendly with any
Oats No. 1 whit. IKIIU..
ard.
man. In reply to Mr. Jeffrey,
Rye No. 2, (1 44 01.47.
she said she first commenced
01.23.
Barley (1.13
Timothy 8 d0 12.(.
proceedings against her husband
Clover
Nominal.
because she discovered in his
Pork Nominal.
I ard (S2.85.
pocket a love letter from a womRi be (27.750 21.71.
an named Gertie. She Inclosed
Ci
a lock of hair and asked him to
of Saswr.
New York. Sugar Centrifugal:
ts
look lovingly at It night and
Cut loaf, 10.5S; crushed 10.26: mnuii
t.60: cnbcea, S.76: XXXX
morning. The bench dismissed
S.20:
rnmui-ipowdered. t.K: fine
J
both summonses.
and diamond A. t.00; confectioners" A.
100-l-

one-ha-

lf

two-thir-

sheai-lintce- .

.

.

I.

n

(4(e.

aoa.a

(.34); No. 3.

Man Has Five Wives Is

Charo.

New York. Julius Krnger, contractor, has been arrested on a charge of
bigamy. It was alleged that Kroger
has had five wives since 1884. The
contractor was Indicted en complaint
of Anna R. Lnane, wbe said sate soar
tied him In 190i

Pat Went Heme in Barrel.
Litchfield. III. TB look better In
these than yon do," ragged hobo told
Pat Ronen. pat waa dubious. A "gat"
persuaded him. Pat went home la
haste and a barret

CMcag-a-

u

( (6.

Butter Pieda.
Creamery.

CMraam

,

(20

42H046c:
Eggs Firsts.
ordinary
finite. 41 042 He; at mark, caeee
43 044 He:
etorage
packed
firsts. 454 0 48c; extra,
04(fci.
Poultry Alive, fowls. Ik.
Potatoea Old. balk and sarVea.
30. carloads.
Kew. tobbtag
(2.00 2Florida
sales.
Spanldlng Rose. No l
(8.2503.76 barrel; Na. . (8 006 5. According to A. U Bailey, ctty attorney of Glen wood Springs, the heaviest tourist traffic la the history of
Colorado la expected to visit or, at
least, pans through the resort during
the present season.

.

CAPTAIN KICKENBACKER, REFEREE OF
BUNGALOW
LIBERTY SWEEPSTAKES, IS AUTO "ACE"

DEW
J

'

Five-Roo-

HOI E

Has Many
Design
Appealing Attractions.

m

IDEAL

SMALL

FOR

FArYiiU

Exterior of Design Here Shown Is
Pleasing to the Eye Rooms Are
Arranged for Convenience
and Comfort

fels
"Eddia Rick

I

Known to Fams

Capt. Eddie RIckenbacker, known to
fame at "America's ace of uces," but
to auto racing fans as "Eddie Rick,"
elected to referee the Indianapolis
Liberty sweepstakes. May 31,
revival of
Inaugurating the post-wa- r
automobile racing In America, Is the
automobile Industry's war hero, aud
also one of the
drivers of
race curs tliut America ever produced.
Since he forswore the speed game to
don an army uniform and succeeded
In knocking 26 Boche planes out of
the sky, he announced that he would
forsake his former love in the field of
automotive sport and permanently
abide with the new. In which he
achieved his greatest honors.
Like Umpire's Job.
Because be has always been noted
for his square dealing, and because he
has the regard and confidence of all
racing drivers, Carl G. fisher, president of tbe Indianapolis motor speedway, Invited Captain Eddie to become
chief oftlciul of the Liberty event. Being tbe referee of a big race Is just
about as popular a Job as umpiring a
hotly coutested baseball game.
Captain Rickenbacker's war record
Is known to almost all race fans, for
they clbsely followed his career In the
newspapers during tbe IS mouths thut
lie was in France with Generul
warriors.
Captain RIckenbacker wns an "uce"
In the racing game, and one of the
favorites of racing fans, long before
he Ruined his International fame as an
aviator. In 1910 he led all the drivers
of American curs, and finished third
e

best-know- n

's

SHIELD

"America's Ace of Aces."
In

the

A. A. A. driving championship.

race was run
When the last
the Indianapolis speedway. In 1 16,
Captain Eddie set a gruelling pace for
25 miles that would have run the field
off Its feet had he been able to maintain It. Disaster overtook him,
after lie bad gained a mile on
the field In ten laps, and a wrecked
engine sent him to the pits.
In the Harvest day meet of the
same year, Captain RIckenbacker and
the late Johnny Aitken rnced neck and
contest thnt
neck to win the
featured the day's program. It looked
os though Aitken would lose, when a
wheel collapsed on Rickenbacker's
mount and he spun like a top before
sliding off the course, with Aitken
thundering by. The accident happened
with two laps to go, and was one of
the most spectacular In the history of
the brick track.
Had Many Close Calls.
Tn spite of his many close calls In
racing and his battles In the air, Captain RIckenbacker has never lost the
smile for which he Is famous. The referee of a big race must contend with
the kicks and complaints of drivers,
team managers, and all the men who
operate the machinery of a big event.
With his ability to remain good
In the face of adversity, and
also becuuse of his Intimate knowledge of the racing sport and Its rules.
It is believed thut he will prove the
most successful referee the Indianapolis track has ever had, with all the
fans pulling for him to make good In
his capacity of chief arbiter.
500-mil- e

on

bow-eve- r,

t
DRIVE RIGHT!

Device In
Invents
Penniylvanian
Which Light Is Directed Downward to Illuminate Road,
In

Pon't hog the road.
Obey all traffic signal.
Don't stop on cur tracks to
wait for signal. Keep near the

Illus-

trating and describing an Invention of
D. U. Knecht of Allentown, I'a., says:

curb.
Don't go ahead of the officer's
signal and then say you did not
see him.
Don't turn In middle of block
In narrow side streets.
Don't stop In the line of truffle
to buy a newspaper.
Don't fail to report accidents
to the police department.
Try not to delay traffic by killing your engine.
Don't overlnttate your tires.

"The Invention relates to the headlights iif automobiles or other similar
vehicles. The object Is to provide a

STOP POUNDING OF ENGINES

A Perspective View of the Device-deviin which the light Is directed
Jownward so as to Illuminate the

rnad, without, however, being dimin
ished in intensity. A further object la
to provide for preventing the glare
which Is dangerous to persons approaching the machine.
JLEAN PARTS WITH KEROSENE

est Way le to Use Wire Basket and
Dip Different Parts In OH, Let.
ting Dirt Sink.

It Is often necessary to clean small
parts of the car, and washing In kerosene Is the accepted method. The
asual practice la to throw such parts
In a pail of kerosene and let them He
in the muck which collects at the bottom. A better way la to get a wire
Uasket, which will fit part way down
in the vessel used to bold tbe kerosene, place the parts In this basket,
dip them In the oil and allow the dirt
to be loosened anu sink to the Ik it torn,
while the parts come out perfectly
dean and ready far use.

Trouble May Be Due to Several
Causes, Among Othere Imperfect
Electrical Connection,

If a pound In the engine Is regular
and continuous. It Is likely to be from
lost motion In the bearings. If It la
irregular and occasional, it is more
likely to be due to prelgnltion caused
by Incandescent carbon or from Imper
If tbe
fect electrical connections.
pounding Is accompanied by occasional missing, especially If the missing Is
more frequent when the car Is running
than when the engine Is Idling, It Is
more apt to be due to Imperfect elec
trical connections.

Net Strong Enough for Permanent
pair, but Will Suffice in Caeea
of Emergency.

It

Tighten Engine Bolts.
looseness of tbe engine bolts, those which bold tbe
la place, may canse misallgn-aneof tbe power plant and aerieaja
trouble will be tbe result If there la
even a slight looseness of the bolts. It
say permit the motor support to bam-snand pound and In time the
arm may actually be

In many car

cn-gi-

nt

er

NEW CARBURETOR

Important to See There le No Leeet.
neea to Cauee Vibration Broken
Flange Results.

Ia fitting a new carburetor be sure
that there Is M looseness to canse
vibration, because If there la a broken
flange will be tbe Inevitable result If

email iron
vibration Is present
bracket should be Installed from a But
on tbe engine frame to tbe Instrsroent
to steady It also taking tbe strain oil
the Intake1 pipe.
On Tube Leaks.

Indelible pencil with your
Carry
tire repair outfit Wbea you find a
leak la a tube, you mont mark It so ac

to find It again. A black lead pencil
la use) ess here. Tbe Indelible mark
m remain as the wet rubber help
to dissolve tbe lead of tbe peocTL

atrp-porti-

frac-twre- a.

Get

Useful Tire Gauge.
gauge and ase It

a tire

i
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Brake Adjustment.
Keep the brakes property adjusted
and canalized and do as apply abruptly or with clutch and gears e
gaged, as shocks are transmitted at
the working parts.

THINK DOCTOR IS

FL4(jMl1919

MISTREATING BOY
Physician, on Errand of Mercy,
Is Beaten by Angry Italian
Women.

MOTHER

GRABS

CLUB

I

P

ft

Beats Doctor Who Is Trying to Give
Sick Lad Pills Neighbors Take
Hand in the Proceedings-Resc- ued
by Autoist.
Chicago While on an errand of
mercy in the Italian district, Dr. James
n
E. Sinedley, a
north side
physician and volunteer He Cross

worker, was clubbed into unconscious-aes- s
by a crowd of excited women, who
believed he was mistretitiug his patient, a little boy.
The physician Is recovering from
scalp wounds at his residence, under
the care of his wife, a gruduute nurse.
He Is 00 years old, but of powerful
physique.
After being rejected for the army
Dr. Sinedley offered his services to
the local lied Cross orpinlzatlon. For
months he has given his time to charity cases, often being called from his
bed late at night.
Gets Emergency Call,
One day recently he received an
emergency call to 1212 Vine street,
where Tony, the little son of Mrs,
Mary Cnnlnlno, was III. It looked like
diphtheria.
The doctor took the boy on his knee
aud pinched his cheek. Then he tried
to slip some pills Into the lad's mouth,
but his patient became rebellious.
"Come, now, he a good boy," urged
the doctor. "They'll make you feel
better."
Tony still refused.
Then the physician resorted to the
customary expedient of holding the
boy's nose, thus forcing hltu to upon
his mouth and swallow the pellets.
Mother Clubs Doctor.
The mother, who had been friendly,
She
suddenly became Infuriated.
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easily. Consequently Its full buying
power should be realized. Many believe that renting a home Is cheaper
than buying one. If this were so there
would be no investors In rentable property. Kvery renter can rest assured
that when he pays rent he Is not only
puying for the house he lives In, but
a profit besides. Just now, with fewer homes than there are families tn live
lu them, the profit Is what might be
culled "handsome," The pi perty owner, like most other business men, has
something that Is In demand and he
gets all the profit he can. It Is economy to be your own landlord.
The need for homes and the desire of
the government tn promote building tn
keep the commercial and Industrial
life of the country prosperous has
caused many, who have not heretofore
considered It, to build their homes this
year. The homes that will be built
will be ot ninny types of architecture.
Some want and require large houses;
others will build small houses.
The exterior view shows what a fine
little home ran be built from this design. The novel roof and porch treatment make its exterior pleasing to the
eyo and one thnt will give the owner
The
a strong sense of satisfaction.
five rooms are arranged fnr convenience and comfort and are planned to
give the owner a modern, livable home.
The dimensions are 80 by 40 feet.
Just right for a lot of 60 feet or more.
The materials used are wood, with
shingle sitting for both house and
porch, although faced brick would bn
exceptionally suitable for the porch, or
for the whole structure.
From the floor plan that accompanies
the perspective. It will be seen that the
of the way
porch extends
two-thir-

Tl""

fait, prices of building materials
have not advanced In proportion to the
cost of other necessities, which leads
some experts to the belief that they
will be higher.
There will bo thousands of new
In lues erected this year. And by Just
us many thousands ns there are new
homes, there will be Increased the number of satisfied American citizens.
In

r
Gravel for Ships.
The majority of contractors have to
take gravel as they find It, and geologists tell us It was h long time In the
making. It seems that It may no longer
be necessury to wait for nature to
form gravel from clay, but that It may
be made when and where wauled and
the method is described III a recent
number of Little Journal.
It seems that there was no gravel to
be found near the locution of a south-ershipyard where concrete ships were
to be built. Fortunately cluys were
found to possess the necessary characteristics to enable them to be burned to
hard, though porous, lumps, and a
second series of exiieriments allowed
that when the rate and temperature of
burning wns controlled It was possible
to produce lumps of the desired size.

Ancient Emerald Mines Found.
Many times has the progress of the
war In the Kust Impressively reminded
this twentieth century of names and
places the antiquity of which has enriched them In memory. The tale Is
now told of the rediscovery, by a British exiedltlon sent out from Cairo, of
the ancient mines from which very
likely mny have come the emeralds
sssssasaBi sssss
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Starry Flag.

BedRm.
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Struck Doctor Smedley on the Head.
screamed, seized a club and struck Dr.
Smedley on the head. He fell tn the
floor stunned.
Again and again the heavy club descended. Her screams brought several women to the house. They took
a hand at the clubbing. Then they
locked him In the house and left, presumably to seek some of the male
neighbors to wreak further vengeance.
The physician, bleeding profusely
from the nose and from deep scalp
lacerations, finally broke a window
and hailed a passing autoist, who
helped him out and took him home.
"The woman simply didn't understand, that was all," said Dr. Smed"She thought I was trying to
ley.
hurt the boy."
BUY DOGS TO CHASE CONVICTS

Police Hounds Are to Be Used on Sing
Sing Farm to Run Down Escaping Prisoners.

LIVIiNGRm
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For the purjiose of chaswho escape, from Sing
Sing's farm at Wlngdale, Capt. J. A.
Warner of the state constabulary has
Installed two mammoth police dogs In
the Brewster mobilization station.
Sergt. Charles Broadeld, In charge of
the state troojiers there, believes the
Jogs will be able to scent the trail of
escaping prisoners who flee from the
farm, overtake and capture them.
Warden Moyer has lost seven prisoners
from Wlngdale In the last two years.
William Thomas, one of the fugitives,
was trailed as far as Brooklyn several
weeks ago and Is still hiding there.
The police dogs were given to the
constabulary by Mrs. L. F. Warner,
who had them on her c nintry place
near Hempstead, I I. On one occasion when two convicts fled the farm
they stole the prisoner's watchdog by
bribing It with meat and also stole a
horse and rig.
New York.
ing convicts
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American flag Is one of
euslost In the world to
since all of Its parts
are tn straight lines. Any
schoolgirl who is able to sew can
f
make a flag for about
of what
It will cost her at a store, and still
have a stronger and more durable one
when she bus It finished. There are
two principal ways of proceeding In
the making of au American flag. The
one used by most persons Is to determine first the width of the stripes,
so that If the fing Is to be made of
silk, ribbon may be purchased of a
standard width. From this Hie size
of the flag may be determined. The
second method Is to decide either the
width or the length of the flag and
then compute the amount of material
from the size decided Usin.
Let us assume that we wish to
make a flag from
silk ribribbon Is a standbons, since
ard size and may be purchased at any
dry goods store. Since the stripes
will be two Inches wide, the width of
the canton, or the blue field, will be
seven times two Inches, or 14 Inches,
and Ita length will be the same, since
the canton of the American flag Is
square. The canton Is also
of the length of the flag. Then the
flag will he three times 14 Inches,
.vhlch equals 42 Inches and the width
being 1.1 times two Inches, or 20 Inches.
ribbon, one will
Thus, to use
have a flag three and a half feet long
and a little more than two feet wide.
Material Needed.
The next thing Is to determine Just
how much
ribbon must be
purchased, so that the stripes may be
made with little or no waste. There
are three full white stripes In the
complete length of the flag, which
equals 11M Inches, and added to that
will be the three short stripes,
the length of the flag, or 84
Inches, making a total of 10 Inches,
or about six yards. For the red strlHs,
It Is necessary to add one extra short
red strllie of 14 Inches, which Is
about half of a yard. Thus, for s
flag made with
liMion, it
will be necessary for the maker to
purchase six yards of white and 'ix
and a half yards of red ribbon. The
canton will lie seven inches square
and the stars may tie made frmn
smaller widths of riblion. There must
be 4S stars arranged In six rows of
eight stars each. By using a rul T.
the exact position of the stars may
be determined and they can be easily
cut If a paper pattern is made beforehand.
By the second method, one determines the length of flag for example,
make the flag 21 inche long. By applying the same process of computation backwards, the size of the canton will be seven Inches square and
the width of stripes one Inch. The
amount of material may he determined by the same calculations used
In the first method.
Tbe official origin of the flag with
the II alternate red and white stripes,
representing the I'nlted Colonies, in
a blue canton, which was raised on
Prospect hill, Cambridge, on the first
dey of January. 1775, has never been
satisfactorily determined. It Is commonly thoucht that the continental
congress apisiinted George Washington. George Boss and Rotiert Morris
a committee, authorized to
a
suitable flag fcr the nation and that
they called upon Mrs. Rosa, who was
conducting an upholstery business on
Arch street in Philadelphia. Tbe
of this report Is not to b
found In the Journal of Con
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Girl of 1919 May Easily
Construct Her Own

eil States got Into the war, they will
net be lower for many years to come;
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f loor Plan

cros the front and around the side
The entrance Is Into a small vestibule
it tbe end of the porch on the side.
Tbe living room, 21 by 12 feet, extends
cross the front of the house, and has
a fireplace In the end wall. Back of It
to the right are the dining room and
kitchen, while on the other side are
twe bedrooms, with the bathroom opening oft the center halt
The dining room opens off both the
etihule and the living room, there being no doors In the opening off tbe Utter. This room Is 13 by 14 feet 6
tactes, and has three large mindows
on the side. The kitchen. S by 13 feet
I
at the rear corner. IIw well the
fiilures are arranged In tbe kitchen,
S4 as to make the work easy. Is sbowa
on tbe floor plan.
Off one corner of the dining room
Is a halL at tbe end of which is tbe
bathroom. Both bedrooms, 13 by 11
feet also open off this hall. Plenty
ot closet room Is provided, there being one In the vestibule, one In each
bedroom and one la the halL
trader the whole of tbe bouse Is the
basement whlcti Is reached by stairs
opectng off tbe kitchen. Tbe flue for
the heating plant Is at the front as
that that portwm of tbe basement snay

which Cleopatra wore when she feastThe mines are believed to
have been worked by a long line of
I'haraohs, and to have been approaching exhaustion In the time of Cleopatra. Tools, lamps, baskets, and other ancient objects, some of which, in
the opinion of antiquarians, are 1,000
years older than tbe Christian era,
floors.
were found on tbe
About 100 years ago these mines were
visited by a French explorer tn upper
Court Relieves Him.
Boston. Arthur M. Lonnle nearly
Egypt after which they were again
went crazy because his friends rubbed
forgotten.
In the fact that he was "loon e." The
courts decided he may use tbe name
"Moose."
Something of
One of the London Scottish," says Loomls.
Fuller-toL. Waldo in "America at the
Steals Saloon by Piece.
Front" published by E. P. Dutton A
Kansas City, Mo. James MontgomCo, "was amazed when a boy from
Maine showed him
picture of tbe ery Irvine systematically removed a
antlered monarch of the Maine woods saloon to his home, bottle by bottle.
and told him it was a moose." "A Police .found beer, gin. whisky and
moexe, non! A mooee? In the de'U'a wine secreted In flooring and furniture. He was tbe porter.
name, boo big air yer rstsT"
ed Antony.

d

I
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Made Htm Nervous.
The Man That Wins.
Philadelphia. diaries Benton beard
"De good loser," said Cncle Eben,
as he
"Is de man dat's gtneter keep lookln' his wife's voice Just held pressed the
against his
ahead an' bein' cheerful till he's a trigger of the revolver
aide. Charley became nervous, the
winner."
good
shot went wild, and he's now charged
with disorderly conduct
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Comparatively Easy by Drilling Holes
and Packing With Graphite
Every Six Months.

Re-

c
Breakage of
taper pin on a
drivesfaaft or similar Important
part frequently causes delay and annoyance to motorists, especially If It
occurs on the road, when another taper
pia of tbe right site asualiy Is unavailable. If this Is tbe case a temporary pin may be quickly filed front a
ail or similar piece of stock, which,
while not strong enough for permanent
repair, will suffice for the time it take
to secure a new pin.

TT- s-

BUSHING

G

Is comparatively easy to make a
bushing for the spring
bolt by drilling, say eight holes, each
of an Inch In diameter through a
new bronze bushing. These holes are
packed with graphite, when the bosh
By removing the
Ing Is In place.
spring bolt every six months and repacking the boshing with graphite, a
hashing, as far as
PIN nearly
lubrication goes, will result.

NAIL MAKES TEMPORARY

By WILLIAM A. RADFORD.
There Is a longing for a home deeply rooted In the mind of every man,
woman and child. Of tl lines the Individual does not realize thnt be has this
longing. ISut It U there and Is brought
to the surface In numy ways. It limy
bo the desire for a garden; for a
breathing space nil his own, or It may
be the realization that the children
need a place to play.
lint what nppeuls to the thrifty citizen Is the fact that It Is economical
to own a home. Money does not come

100-mil- e

FOR AUTO HEADLIGHT

Tbe Scientific American

Mr. William A. Radford will anawer
question! and give advice FREE OF
COST on ail subjects pertaining to the
subject of building, for the readers of tills
paper. On aucouut of his wide experience
as Editor, Author and Manufacturer,
lie
Is, without doubt, the highest
on all these subjects. Address all authority
inquiries
to William A. Radford, No. 1827 Prairie
avenue, Chicago, III., and only encloss
three-cestamp for reply.

be partitioned off, to keep the beat
and the dirt from the fuel away from
the vegetables and other storage rooms.
From this brief description and from
the exterior view and the floor plan. It
may be seen that this is an exceptional
bungalow design. However, it always
Is well to consult an architect before
building. In comparison tn the advice
ho can give the prospective builder,
h's fee Is small. It is easy to make
costly mistakes In building, and with
a reputable architect these will be
avoided. The cost of this bungalow
can be ascertained from lilni, or the
loon' contractor or material dealer,
there being no fixed price on labor and
materials thut will apply to all parts
of the country.
Buying a home Is nut a hard matter In almost every community bankers, real estate nien and local chambers of commerce have devised, or are
now devising, plans that will enable
tiny reputable man of family to build
bin home tills year. After the house
Is erected, the cost enn be puid as rent,
covering a period of years. In this
way every man cun own Ills home.
When the satisfaction thnt comes
with the possession of a home Is considered, the responsibility thnt many
people are loath to ussunie Is well paid
for. The home owner Is the respected
t'
He Is a
ii i ti n In his community.
thnt every other good citizen looks
up to. His credit Is good, and cun be
capitalized when needed. If the time
comes when he Is compelled for any
reason to raise money, he has t lie fluent security in the world, a piece of
Improved real estute.
It certainly pays to liulld n home;
f.sl; anyone who lias one. And now Is
tile time to build. Willie prices are
l.lgher than they were before the Unit- -

There seems to be little doubt thai
the American flag Is a growth ratner
than a creation. Few of the writers
have declared that both the stars and
the stripes were derived from the coat
of arms of Washington's family, which
contains both devices, but beyond
that coincident no other evidence has
been produced to prove this.
Made Official Emblem.
On June 14, 1777, the American congress In session at riilladelphla adopted the following resolution:
"Itesolved, Thut the Hag of tbe 13
I'nlted States be 13 stripes, alternate
red and white, that the I'nlon be 13
stars, white In a blue field, representing a new constellation."
The credit of making the first flag
Is given to Betsy Itoss. William J.
Canby, a grandson of Mrs. Boss, declared that Betsy Itoss was shown a
rough drawing of the flag, which was
explained by General Washington. She
objected to the
stars, and
suggested that they be
General Washington Is supposed to
have redrawn tbe sketch, changing
the stars to five points. At first Washington declared that five pointed stars
would he hard to make, but Mrs. Itosi
demonstrated that by one clip of her
scissors she was able to make a perfect five point star.
In 1012, the I'nlted States congress
admitted Arizona and New Mexico Into
the Union and the stars then numbered 48. The law did not provide
how the stars were to be arranged,
and for a long time a considerable diversity existed In this respect. However, on October 29 of thut year, tbe
proportion was definitely fixed and
the manner In which the stars were
to he placed was determined. Since
that time the same rule has held good,
thut of six rows of eight stars each. .
n-
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WOULD KEEP FLAG FLOATING
Suggestion Made by Gen. Horace Por.
ter Worth Considering In This
Year of Unrest
Gen. Horace Porter once suggested
with great wisdom that the flag should
be
kept everywhere In sight.
"It Is particularly necessary In a
Is ml
like
this
where there are so
who have
niHtiy
reared Under
"'
Meant Liberty for '""'im
ho cannot he too
the Immigrant
familiar with the
flag of the Great ItepuMIc, that the
flag of the country should lie hoisted
on every court building, every public
place, ever prominent memorial kept
there day and night through calm and
storm and never hauled down."

Facts About Flag Day.
hy
Flag day was orlgluated In
Prof. George Blch of New York. wbi
introduced Into his kindergarten the
practice of holding upertal exercises
in celebration of the adiipthm of the
flag by congress, June 14. 1777.
The flag adopted that day. which
was the first authentic American flsg.
and so officially designated by congress, was made at at the snggestlon
of (wM.rge Washington, snd the popular legend Is thst it was sewed together by Mrs. Kllzabeth Ross ( Betsy
a.
Griscom). at 231 Arch street
ITilla-delphi-

Is
Symbol of All We Hold Dear.

How sacred to our hearts is the
American flag. It Is Interwovei. with
all of our dreams of rhildhomL Who
is there whose eyes do not dim as they
behold It at the head of a regiment of
soldiers, on an American warship, flying on tbe capitol at Washington, or
of a diwrt of
spread above the ben
Justice? It stands for liberty, equality,
our proud past our gl.srinus future;
for Washington. Lincoln and all the
heroes that showed as the way to

fiadinf sympetbers fee sake important Ullti to tbe preereesive
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portation requirements.
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lation rrlu-.- t give leeway for such was not successful, was due to mis-- j Pecos Valley warrants the under-- j
Carlsbad hay buyers object to
Wagon Mound Mercantile Co..
What the next move taking of genral drainage ia the Rio;icity of prices paid, amount purchas tracted for by Cook ft Johnson of r, new More at Columbus -- Di tiiin,. business and will assume control of
Expansion was ham- - calculations.
n.ona i.orasnurg l.ineral. j ica'iligiit
ft at once
Grande Valley. This reclaimed land, ed, ai'd where shipped. The railroad ttiHOA.
stored for years by restrictive Federal mav be remains to bo seen.
He has formed a stockand state legislation and it became
Wa have been patting ourselves being favorably located as to climate helps them out by withholding iniccaBacteooecao&oaooooaoaaaaeeaaai9
negligible under government control, on the back and have glorified in
transportation, will return hand-Th- formation about shipments
puhlic baa also coma to ap- - the fact that this is the real home eomely and build cities whore now
ft
Former Union soldiers removed by
preciate that the railroad industry of liberty. There could not possibly there ara mere ballets. is
other words it
is a very essential part of the busi-- , be anv discontent is this countrv
possible in the Democrats when they obtained
aesa life of tho community. The of plenty. Wa have shut aur eyes New Mexiro to expand the agricul control of the Senate, will have thc;r
tural industry greatly Ly extension jobs restored, Senator New
to tho increasing signs of
prosperity of the community depends
on. tha prosperity, of. the 'lent. Wa bava looked upon the I. of irrigation and eenerel application
With the growth of
transport ition industry. This was W. W. movement as merelp spor- - of drainage.
littie und trstood until railroading be- - adic, much tha same as the Coxey a arrirullure, the live stork industry He who whispers in a well
When you buy Kncino Basin Oil 81 Refining Company Stock
came a Federal bureau and ceased' army in tha nineties. The increasing will also advance. With mora and About the goods he hat to sell.
ta ba a business. The railroad man number of strikes has meant nothing better farming. It will ba possible Will never reap the shining dollars
your are not "Wlid-Catting- ".
agers had a personal interest in tha to the people as a sign of tha times to inereese and improve tha herds Like the man that climbs a tree and
'hollers."
welfara of every community along
Tbe nation has opened its doors and flocks. It will stimulate immtheir linea and fostered tha advance- - ta tha agitators of tha old world igration, not only of farmers, but of
WE HAVE 120 ACRES IN THREE TRACTS 80 ACRES ARE
E.
M. Skeats. geologist, who fotind
men! ef agriculture, the live stock Only in rara instances bave any of caoitalists that will come to develop
NEAR ELECTRA, 20 EAST OF IOWA PARK AND 20 SOUTH
signs of osl in the Tecos Valley
Industry, manufacturing, mining, and them been turned back by tha gov. other natural resources.
every other industry that would yield eminent. True a lot of tbe I. W.
thirty years ago, is again on the job,
OF IOWA PARK, IN
PRODUCING TEXAS OIL FIELDS
sleuthing for oil in the valley.
tonnage. This feature of railroading W. leaders were arrested and even- MUNICIPAL IMPROVEMENTS
had ao place ia tha McAdoo program. tually tried. Tha fact that these men
ALL
BY
SURROUNDED
BIG PAY WELLS.
DAILY
It will ba remembered how tha new had plenty of money for their deSanta Fa, Albuquerque, Las Vagas, The cabbage crop became imporborn Federal railroad administration fence indicated that tbey have plenty Clovis, and ather New Mexico towns tant in the Mesilla Valley in 191R
PRODUCTION
OF
THIS
NORTH
TEXAS
IS
FIELD
OIL
NOW
criticised tha extravagant methods of followers. Russian Soviets and are ready ta pave streets. Wall kept This year another bumper crop is
127,000 BARRELS.
WE ALSO HAVE 12,000 ACRES MOSTLY
of tha railroad managers, tha high other radicals maintain headquart- and attractive streets ara no longer ready to be marketed.
salaries of officers, and tha wilts- - ers la this country. Tbey evidently considered a luxury. They ara rather
IN TORRANCE COUNTY, NEW MEXICO.
The first sleeping cart were run on
the Cumberland Valley railroad beare)
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Chambersburg
Pa. in IRJ6.
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OUR AIM IS DEVELOPMENT ON A CONSERVATIVE BASIS
With our holdings distributed as they arc, we can hardly miss getting oil on some of them. We will not wildcat in New Mexico at this
time, but will save our big acreage for later when we can afford a
big chance. Our first aim is development in proven fields. There

Kafir, milo, sorghum, and other
forage crops may be planted in the
southern valleys and plains nnti!
July 1st.
Several hundred cars of beargrass
or yucca have been shipped nut of
New Mexico the last two years.

is always a chance to miss, but we will drill a number of holes so as

to be sure to get oil in some of them.
WHAT WE ARE AND WHAT WE EXPECT TO DO
We are a New Mexico corporation, and expect to continue business. We are not organized to do a certain amount of work and

The fruit crop in the Pecos Valley
it estimated at ISO ran of peaches
and 800 can of apples.
Old people may take the lid off
and eat candy and other sweett to

their heart's content.

then leave our stockholders scattered and unorganized as has been
the case with some companies. The big oil companies of today
started just as we are starting, and we expect to build as they have
built. Send in your application at once. Don't wait until it is too
late, and after a few years tell your friends what an opportunity you
let slip.
.t

Japanese soldiers are said about
rents a month and corporals abont
94 cents
month.
78

Free wool does not mean cheaper
clothing, but ruination of the sheep
mmist- r- tn America.

"

the milling industry.
Encourage
New Mexico will have plenty of real
wheat to grind.
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smokes. Prince Albert
joyhandou? standard
W
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line Lr a
every man tjarne enough to nirtke a
!d or new!
tidy red tin and a jimmy pir-Get it straight that what you've hankered for in
pipe or cigf.reite mukin's smokes you'll find aplenty
in P. A. That's because P. A. has the Quality!
You can't any more make Prince Albert bite your
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le
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HeAJy

t"T.
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er-
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tongue or parch your throat than you can make a hore
bite and parch are cut
drink when he's ofT the water
out by our exclusive patented process !
You just lay back like a regular fellow and pufT to beat
the cards and wondfr why in samhill you didn't nail a
section in the P. A. smokepasture longer than you care
to remember back I
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Maintenance of the highways t
tnst as important as the building of
highways.
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The people always pay the freight
the end.
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Stock is par, $1.00 per share. Pay fifty per cent with application, and balance when we have production in paying quantities.
When production is secured, if you are not able to pay your balance
you will not lose it; we will issue you stock for the amount paid, or
you may allow your dividends to remain with the company until
your subscription is paid in full. If we did not have confidence in
our proposition we would not offer you there terms.
C. L. Crci.hton, President, Encino, N. M.
W. C. Pinnell, Secretary, Encino, N. M.
H. A. Ballard, Treasurer, Santa Fe, N. M.
EXCJNO DASIX OIL & REFINING CO
Santa Fe, New Mexico,
Enclosed find $
for
shares of
&
stock
the
of
ENCINO
REFINING
BASIN
OIL
COMPANY
at
the capital
$1.00 per
This remittance is payment in full foj 50 per cent
hare, fully paid and
'
ts per your advertisement.
,
Signed

0

consists 'of 39 head 34
cow and 4 bull calves.
Estancia Herald.

books af said eoraoretien the
mort than twothirdc ol the
capital stack thereof
P. & BLACKMAR.
Subscribed and sworn to before nr this
10th, day of May, JV19.
T. W. MILAM.
Notary Public.
(Notarial Seal)
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The Thirteenth Commandment
By RUPERT HUGHES
It was then that liayurd Kip's parting behest to cull up his sister reclined to Wimhuru. He planned to

FOREWORD.

compose

Thirteenth Commandment" is an American
story written by an Amer"The

a

forma! note of

but l!anid had forgotten
him his sister's name or his

till
ther's
Kips

to
fa-

"1 know your son Itayard very well.
I'm in his other. We belong to the
same fraternity different chapters of
course. We struck up u greut friendship. Wlo n he knew I was coining to
Cleveland he said, 'Tell my sister to
be nice to you,' and and "
Wimburn paused in some embarrassment before the ballroom manner of
Mrs. Kip, but the pompous disguises
of timidity fell from her us die murmured und blushed In a motherly

try to, I could face my exile for a
while. Do you think you could love
me ever?"
She dropped lier chiu on her breust
and sighed.
"I guess I do now."
The miraculous felicity of this situation overwhelmed them both. He cllpt
Iter In his arms und she flung hers
about him, forgetting entirely the
The neglected little
steering wheel.
car promptly scuttered off the road,
crossed a gutter Into a vacuot tot,
scooped up u "For Sale" sign, and was
about to tip over Into an excavation
when Daphne looked up loug enough
to shut off the power. Then in a blind
rapture she returned to where she be
longed his embrace.
Soon she wus assailed with fears for
the credibility of this wonder work,
and when he said;
"When shall we announce our engagement?" she protested:
"Oh, not till we are sure."
"I'm sure now."
"Hut we must be terribly sure. It's
such a dangerous thing, getting married. So many people who think they
love euch other find out their mistake
too lute. You don't know me very
well."
"You mean you don't know me very
well."
"I'm not afraid of you. but for you.
I'd hnte to tftsuppolnt you, and I don't
really amount to much. .1 can't do
anything except gad around; and you'd
tire of me."
"Not In this world nor In the next."
"It's darling of you to say It, and
you think you mean It now. Hut"
"I know It, Daphne, honey, now and
forever. I dou't wan: anybody but
you. Life won't be life without you.
You've promised to he my wife. I
hold you to your promise."
"All right." It was exceedingly satisfying to surrender her soul into his
keeping. She had reached harbor already after so brief und placid a voyage.
He ended a long, cozy silence with
the surprising remark, "I suppose I
ought to usk your parents' consent?"
The daughter of the twentieth century laughed: 'Turents' consent! Y'ou
do read u lot of auclent literature,
don't you?"
"Still I Imagine we'd better break It
to "em,"
"You lenve It to me to break It to
'em. They'll be giud enough to get me
on their hands."
"I'll never believe that."
When they reached her home It was
lute and his hotel was so far that,
since he would be spending his lust
evening with her, anyway, she asked
lilm to stay to dinner.
She broke that news to her parents,
and It caused I hem acute distress. Her
father and her mother were deep in
the battle that always broke out be
tween them when the monthly bills ar
rived. Daphne was so used to this
that she hardly noticed It.
After dinner the parents retired to
the living room to reud nml sew anil
mumble over their mutual grievances,
while Daphne und Wimburn sat and
the piazza which the moon turned Into
a blue portico of mystic spell.

Initials. There were several
the telephone book, and he
ican for Americans.
could not tell which would be which,
lie decided to call up each number
according to a famous Engand ask a maid or somebody If Mr.
lish critic, "American to the
ISnyard Kip's people lived there.
bone and to the marrow of
The very first number he called way :
herself suddenly
"Daphne told me. He said for you
brought I :t li lit
the bone." It deals with
Voices are to kiss Ids mother for hiin."
voice to voice with him.
that eternal conflict be"
diameters, and It was a case of love
tween finance and romance.
at first hearing Willi lilm. She had
"Well, I tun his mother."
him smiling and cooing at the second
"Oh! May I?"
It tells the story of what one
"Will you?"
phrase. He felt that she was going to
American
modern
lovable,
He pressed his lips respectfully on
make his stay In Cleveland pleasant.
He formed all sorts of pictures of her check, but she, dosing her eyes to
girl did when she discovered
her w hile he waited on the hotel steps, Imagine him her son, tiling ber fat
how often the checkbook's
but when she stepped out of her car arms about him ml held him a mogroan drowns the love song.
and looked about she was none of the ment.
He kissed her again with a
In this story Rupert Hughes
Missi s Kip he had planned. She was kind of vicarious devotion.
a round, pretty little thing, amiable
"I'd want Haynrd to deliver such a
is at his best, and that best
of eye and humorous about the lips, message to your mother," she excannot be surpassed by any
and cunningly dressed.
She looked plained.
American author of the
as If
would be a plucky, tireless
Already Wimburn was a member of
u wistful, the household ; he had been kissed
she
had
yet
If
sportswoman;
start
you
present day.
tender huggiibleness that n girl ought und sympathized with.
"The Thirteenth CommandHe turned to Daphne with nu apolonot to lose, however well she plays
ment" you will finish it, and
tennis.
getic look and saw that tdie was star"Is this Mr. " she begun. He whs ing at Ii i in with softer eyes than he
when you have finished it
too nervous to notice her pause,
had thought she had.
you will be glad that you
Definite anxieties engaged Mrs. Mp,
lie retorted, "Is this Miss Kip?"
started it.
lie noted that she shook hands well, for tea had come in tottering on a
rook
Willi a boyish clench accompanied by tray carried by a
an odd little duck of the bend.
us nglle ns a hippopotamus and us
CHAPTER I.
"Mighty nice of you to take me off shy as a violet.
this desert island," he beamed.
Daphne find her mother and father
As usual now nduys,
Instead nf
"Mighty glad to have the privilege," went through the tea ceremony with
knocking at tin' door Kate called up he said as she verified the fraternity the anxiety of people in an earth
on tilt1 telephone.
pin on his overcoat. "Mother Is dy- quake, mid the "Swedish dromedary''
stared ut the unaccustomed sight us
Though tin- - lii'll shrilled almost In ing to Inar bow Itayard Is."
Mrs. Kip's car sti would not answer
Mothers have little power left as if the tea bibbers were drinking pol
It. She winced, shook In'r head,
guardians, but the children find that son and she watching for thu convul
it n
her rocking chair with
he title has a certain value lit times sinus to begin.
embroidered vindictively, anil hardly In keeping order.
Clay Wliriburn talked altogether
o much called nut aN sigh d
ry
"Won't you get In?" said Daphne, about Bayard and his wonderful prog'
tinloudly tmvarcl
hallway:
pointing to her car. She made lilm ress In business In spite of the hard
"lni Imi'! O nli, Iapline! tin tcle-- croud In llrst, then followed anil times. ISnyard, he said, was sticking to
f
I
dosed the door and pulled the throttle. his desk like a demon, und lie let noth
again !"
On tin1 stairs
Hiiti' Hiiuinli'il ii
lie uieilitiiteil aloud: "How wonder- ing instruct him.
inullli'ii scurry like the rush of an ful it really is that you should talk to
"It must be glorious living In New
hillside me over the telephone and Invite me York," Dapline sighed.
April shower rliasi'il down
My the sun. An allegory nf April iiii:t-- i
to your home and come und get tne
"Why don't you. come and pay Bayil across tin- - roniii anil raisi'il he tellike this."
ard a visit?" Wlinhurn suggested.
ephone tn her lips us If it wero a
"What's so wonderful about that?"
"He wouldn't have time to take me
beaker of good I'hi'i'r.
said Dapline. "Kveryboily does It."
anywhere, and I don't know unybody
Her mother was used tn this hiiiihir
"Ker. thing that everybody does Is else there."
if Ialilii''s ami paiil un heed till a wonderful," said Wiuihurn. "Hut how
"You know me. And I'cl be only too
eudih'li frost rhilli'il thi' s n rill tout' of especially wonderful It Is to live
u glad to try to repay your hospitality
the girl's voice. Tie smiit1 of hosp- city where there nre no walls about to me."
itality wasted on tin' telephone hail the guldens. I
Mrs. Kip looked on mid listened with
k! there aren't even
given place to u look of embarrassthe fond aliirni of one who hns seen
fences. The lawns are all joined
ment.
her and the houses are mostly win- fatal courtships begun with Just audi
Mrs. Kip whispered anxiously, "Who dows.
Kverythlng Is so open and free, fencing.
Is It?"
When nt length Daphne suggested
full of sunlight and frankness. You're
laiphne inotioui'il her not to Inter- taking me home in this charming little that there was still time to rush down
rupt, ami luir voire crew deep ami glass showcase to introduce me to to the Hotel Statler for n dance or
I ii mrt ji n: . It became what Iht brother
your mother. I tell you the world do two Mrs. Kip smiled at her. Wlinhurn
.ISnyard called Iht "reception voice." move! A woman of today has a lot did not know that he hud been brought
In her grandest eoutralto she said:
to be thankful for. You ought to be home on approval. Mrs, Kip realized
'Till Is Miss Kip. Yes, I have, yes, mighty happy."
that he was not to be returned as Imlie does. I beg pardon? oh! Oil! Oh!
"Ought-to-hhasn't much to do with possible. Her fancy gambled In fuJ low do you do, Mr. Wniliwm."
Is," Daphne sighed. "We've got a lot tures.
".Mr. Who?" In r mother keened,
Wiuihurn was the victim of an onset
to get yet anil a lot to get rid of."
Maphne whispered to quiet her, "A
He sank back discouraged. The of that delirium aninns known as love
young main from New York friend of sex was still insatiable.
at llrst sight. He was at the right nge,
Hnyartl's name ollleo. I huveu't got
After a short ride they turned Into and he found something exotlcully
his nunie yet."
it
leading through u spacious captivating In this strange girl In the
Into the telephone she was saying, ev driveway
hi use of grass dotted with tree and
strange city, lie was poisoned with
nnd bowing nml nodding the while shrubs, to a homelike house without love, and his opinion of Daphne was
with her politest face. "Inileed I'll try
or ugliness a house that had luiintlciilly fantastic. No one In the
to he. Of course Cleveland's not New beauty
CHAPTER III
grown with die personalities of the world equaled her. No one ever had
York, hut
Hy the way, do you occupants.
The only ostentations equaled her or could equal her In any
dance? That's good. That's right; about the place were the cupola of an future ever.
The next morning Wimburn woke
might ns well be deaf If you don't ! curlier day ami the porte coehere
Spring and love are the perennial from dreams of bliss to the realization
How long will you be In Cleveland? stuck out like a broken
miracles, always new, always amazing. that his hotel bill would require all of
wing.
oh, Is that all? Well, then, you must
She led hlni into the house nml It wus springtime In Wlmburn's years hi funds except enough for the porI'ome out here ami have tea with us waved him toward the hall tree. When and In the calendar of the world; and ter's tip and a few odd dollars.
this very afternoon. I'll rail for you he bad set down his hut anil stick she countless other youth of mankind, anilie could not buy Daphne an engage
at the hotel In my little ear. No; It's led him into the drawing room.
mal kind, bird and fish kind, flowers ment ring with a few odd dollars, and
not one of those; It's an electric. I
and fruit trees, und perhaps of chem- he was afraid to leave her without the
".Mother, we're home."
run It myself. Afrnld to risk II?
"Yes, dear," said Mrs. Kip, who icals tn the ground were feeling the brand of possession on her finger.
J'.rnve man ! I'll be there In fifteen culled
Hut how was he to come ut the nec
Daphne "dour" before com- same mania.
minutes, and you might be on the pany.
Daphne's cordiality was at first essary sum? He could not decently
stop. Coodhy. Mr. Wmbwiii."
"Mother," said Daphne, "I want hi merely the hospitable warmth of her ask the firm he was dealing with to
Thi Inst was said In the fond tone present Mr. " (mumble gulp). She unusually cordial community. But she lend htm money. He might have asked
of ancient friendship, and she hung had not yet achieved his name.
caught the fever from Wimburn and it to cash a check on his bank, but
up the receiver with a gesture like
Her mother shocked her by faying, decided that he was the final word In Ids account was at the Irreducible minhands.
human evolution.
slinking
imum.
She turned to find her mother thinw'
They began to dread the society of
After an hour or two of meditation
a
In
long, tight line; her
ning her llpa
others, to resent the existence of a
cheeks bulged explosively.
Daphne
squatter ixipulutlon on their private
forestalled her:
planet. The world was too much with PROBLEM FOR ART EXPERTS
"lie's a young fellow In the same
them. The little car was transparent
firm as I'.nyard.
V.vm at night etiquette required them
Says he's here on
How to Save Masterpieces of Painting
business for ten days, r.iivnrd told
to light it up within.
Is Matter Which Puules Authorhim to call me up and tell me to be
Wlinhurn did not return to New
ities in Italy.
nh-to him. That sounds like Ity.
York so soon ns he exected.
It
Also said he hadn't time to write. That
seemed imHisslhle to uproot himself
A
heatlni apparatus powerful
sounds liker still. I'.aynnl told him
from that pleasant soil. One after- heat through a pile of
to kiss yon for lilui, so lie must be all
noon w hen he had already overstayed enough to force
12 feet thick and to dry
his furlough Daphne and lie were rid-- I sandbags
right. I was going to take him to
without scorching the wall behind is
the hotel to n
but I thought
lug In the little car through the outer
one of the world'
I'd better give him n
suburb know n as Shaker Heights a needed to preserve Last
first.
"The
Supper," of
So I'll roll him out here. (let out the
section rapidly evolving from a sleepy masterpieces.
Leonardo da Vinci, which is painted
nice china and the napkins I
a
to
swarm
of
religious community
city on the wall of the Church of Santa
and "
residences.
Crazie at Milan. Italy.
moon
afternoon
"ISut, I spline! Walt! I can't "
bad
The late
risen Maria delle
which accumulates in
The
dampness
"I haven't time to argue with you.
a
in
sky still rosy with the afterglow
as a protection
sand
necessary
the
mamma. I'lease do na I tell you for
of sunset. The air was murmurous
rast
is
raids
from
air
lading tne colors
with pleading.
once, and don't fuss. Mr. Wmhwm
the picture, already damaged by
will probably have a lot of new tn
Suddenly Wimburn cried aloud, to of
for
tell yon about your prodigal son.
h!s own surprise and her. "Daphne! time. The restoration necessary
to the
Miss Kip! I can't stand everything, Leonardo's picture Is unsulted masters
She popped a kiss no the forehead
fru only human, after all." frescoes of Lulnl and other
you know
to
"What's the matter?" she asked In painted on the same wall. How
that anxiety had tnrned to corduroy
give each set of masterpieces the
and ran upstairs like another April
prosaic phrase but with a poetic flut- treatment
required la the problem. So
shower chasing the sun uphill, she
ter of breath.
n Itl pardon me, far the experts of the Italian ministry
dashed down again with hat and
"I love you, d
find
but I'm Infernally In love with yon. of the arts have been unable to
cloves, and. with nose repowdered.
solution.
I'm tormented. I came here on busislammed
the
front
door gayly,
thrummed the step, and strode across Already Wimourn Was a Member of ness, and Instead of my finishing it
Chines Tea Houses.
the long lawn to the little electric ear
you've finished me. I'm two days overthe Household.
aa
Just
York
England baa highway tavHe
in
I've
and
New
to
had
under
the
due
The
porte (where.
standing
I to the office to explain why. And all erns and as we have roadhouses along
car was very large for a beetle but "IMiglited to meet yon, Mr.
I can think of now Is that I'd rather our highways, so has China ber tea
didn't quite catch the name."
pretty small for an automobile.
Imphne blushed for her mother's resign and starve to death than go bouses. The Chinese do not Indulge
much In Intoxicants, and tea Is about
CHAPTER II.
query, but mas glad to overhear the back and leave you here."
the strongest drink they consume. Tea
"Honestly?" she barely breathed.
stranger's answer:
bouses there are about as numerous
"I am Mr. Wimburn, Mrs. Kip Gay
The night train from New York had
"Desperately I" he moaned. "What'
aa Ice cream and soda resorts are
to become of met"
In the grimy Wimburn."
deposited Clay Wiml-urAt this moment a tall, shambling
"You'd better go back, I suppose. here.
cavern of the station at an early hour.
He had dawdled ever his breakfast man walked In. He looked as If be Youll soon get over It and find someWhat ef the H. C of LT
feeling lost without hi New York looked older than he was. Ills spec- body else to love."
Ton cannot play with dollars unless
tacle overwhelmed a rather unsuc"There's nobody else In the world
morning paper.
When at last It grew late enough to cessful nose. Daphne hardly needed worth loving. I'd die if I gave yon up I yon are aa idiot. No dollars caa put
Into your mind any thought worth
telephone for an appointment with the to introduce him as her father. Sbe I'd simply die."
He went on with aching anxiety: while that was not mere before, and
man he had come to see he was dis- gave Wimburn a name now, and he
gusted to learn that the wretch would felt called upon to explain bis Incur "Ould j cm care for me Just a little? good thoughts are the real wealth.
If yon could love me or Just promise t Washington Times.
sioo.
not be visible till the next 1v.
It is,
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Brotaera

he determined to beard a Jeweler In
tils lair and try to coax him Into the
extension of credit.
He loitered In front of several windows, staring at the glittering pebbles
on the velvet beaches till he found a
tiny gem that he thought might feebly
represent his exquisite adoration. He
went In and asked the price. An eager sulesmun peered nt the very small
tag and nnnounced the very Inrge
price $185. It was not much for a
solitaire, but-i- t was too much for that
bachelor.
He clung to the counter for support
and to a husky tone asked for the
credit man. He was escorted to a
burred window where a very sane old
person gazed out ut people Insane
euough to buy Jewelry. Mr. Gussett
had u look of hospitality toward cash
and of shyness toward credit.
Wlinhurn hemmed nml blushed nnd
swallowed hard. With the plausibility
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Government Market Reports Follow These Porkers to Market.
by the United States Depart'
meat of Agriculture,)
That every one Interested In meat
from the stock raiser to the consumer
may have the benefit of knowing
market conditions in the meat Indus
try, the bureau of markets, United
States department of agriculture, issues dally and other reports to facilitate distribution, Improve transportation, stabilize values and to help the
producers In placing their stock where
it will sell to the best advantage.
On the assumption that the dissemination of market Information will tend
to Improve conditions, the bureau of
markets has developed a system of
market reporting that has already hod
some effect In restoring confidence In
the markets. While the information
made available by the bureau Is being
used most extensively by those actively engnged in some branch of the livestock or meat Industries, it Is believed
that sooner or later the public generally will utilize this knowledge and
with It bring Into line any retailers
who reduce consumption by an unwarranted margin of profit.
Present
System.
The present
system, which was begun In the fall of
1916, has developed rapidly, and at
present there are 17 service centers,
each of which distributes dally, weekly and monthly reports on the various
branches of the industry. These Inconclude dully reports on meat-trad- e
ditions In BoRton, New York, PhiladelSan
phia, Washington, Pittsburgh,
Francisco and Los Angeles; dally reloadings; dally reports on
ports on the estimated receipts and
prices of live stock at Chicago and
Knnsas City; reports of
movements In grazing and feeding sections; monthly reports on stocks of
frozen and cured meats, eggs and
poultry; monthly reports on
receipts nnd shipments at all public
stock yards, and monthly estimates on
the supply of marketnhle live stock.
conditions
The report on meat-tradat the leading markets brings to the
small dealers, ns well os to producers,
Information that was formerly pos
sessed only by the larger
Institutions. Specialists obtain full Insupformation dally on the fresh-mea- t
ply. Including various grades of beef,
veal, pork, lamb and mutton at the
markets, and this Information Is tabulated and distributed widely by telesystem,
graph, through a leased-wlrsimilar
centers. In
to
furare
manner dnlly price quotations
nished on different grades of live
stock. As applied to fresh meats, this
service results In giving to the public
full Information as to the supply and
accurate data on values of all commercial grades. Secrecy Is eliminated,
so that when prices on meats are high,
a compared with values on foot, it Is
possible to locate the profiteer.
Shipments Reported Each Day,
Dally reports prepared by the bureau
furnish the Industry with Information
nn
shipments. This Information Is obtained from transportation
companies who report by wire each
night to the Chicago office of the
bureau. The wide distribution of this
Information tends to stabilize values.
It furnishes to the producer Information which wilt enable him to ship hi
stock to market where there Is the
greatest demand. A knowledge of the
demand by smaller plants, which these
reports furnish, has a tendency to
stimulate competition among buyers
with the subsequent effect of raising
values. Also, when the amount of live
stock moving from production areas la
known. It is possible to regulate the
supply nf cars needed and to determine whether car shortage for any
particular district are apparent dis-or
real. Improving the system of
tribution makes fewer cars necessary,
and they can be moved with greater
dispatch.
The better distribution of
receipts resulting from Information
obtained from the loading reports enables commission men and buyers to
render better service In handling live
stock after it arrives at the stock
unexyard. Heavy receipts arriving confupectedly create congestion and
sion, which In turn Invariably result In
unnecessary shrinkage and costly delays, working In reality an Injury to
the producer and thereby discouraging
production.
Bureau Issue Variety ef Reports.
An Important branch of the livestock reporting system of the bureau
of market consist of the telegraphic
bulletins prepared by representative
of the Chicago and Kansas City offices, and Issues from time to time
during the market hours of each day.
k
arThey report the actnal
rivals and the exact condition of the
market, and are transmitted over the
(Prepared

Market-Reportin-

bureau's leased wires to other markefr
where local offices are established.
Markets all over the country rely on
these daily reports, and these price
are used as a basis In determining
values.
Steady progress has been made by
the bureau In collecting and distributing information obtained from grazing
and feeding sections, which Is of use
In lessening market congestion and
preventing violent fluctuations tn values. Reports on meats In storage are
issued monthly. The bureau also
Issues monthly reports on receipts and
shipments of live stock in 81 of the
leading stock yards In the country. In
addition the bureau furnishes a weekly bulletin, the Live Stock end Meat
Trade News, which supplies miscellaneous trade Information coming front
outside sources. All of the report
Issued by the bureau are given wide
publicity and are available to any person who has use for them.

MAKE EQUIPMENT TO
CLEAN DAIRY PAILS
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Apparatus Is One of
Greatest Conveniences.

Heating

Upright Boiler la Desir
able Where a Large Number of
Cows Are Kept Cream Separator Savts Labor.

live-stoc- k

"I Have the Honor to Be Engaged to
Miss Daphne Kip."

of a pickpocket he mumbled ns he
pushed a card across the glass sill:
"I ni'.i Mr. Chiy Wimburn of New
Y'ork rity. I have been out here closing up nn Important deal for my firm
with one of your big mills. I happened tn see a little ring In your window rather pretty little thing. Took
a fancy to it. Had half a mind tn buy
It. Hut rather short of cash und er
and "
Mr. Cassctt waited with patience.
Clay went on: "I have no right to
ask you to give me credit. Rut I'm
very anxious to lenve (he ring here."
"Leave It here! I thought you wanted to buy It!"
"Of course! I want to leave It on
the finger of a young lady."
"Oh," said Mr. Cassctt, to whom
Indies' fingers were nn Important market.
Finally he siild : "I don't suppose
you would rare to tell me who your
fiancee Is. Tltut might make a difference."
"Why shouldn't I tell you? I'm certainly not oshumed to. I have the
honor to be engaged to Miss Daphne
Kip."

live-stoc- k

live-stoc- k

e

meat-packin- g

e

meat-mark-

live-stoc- k

Daphne, accompanied by her
mother, goes to New York for
the purpose of buying her trous-iw- i,
There the first shadow
is cast upon Daphne's romantic
dreams by the discovery that the
money which her father has
tt
been able to raise for ths
will not buy much of a
trousseau. Don't miss the next
Installment.
pur-po-
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LOVED BY FRENCHMEN

Country's Glory
Indissolubly Connected With Reims, Especially Its
Old and Marvelous Cathedral.

If citations of Metz have especially

Interested American readers, references to Reims have appealed most
to the French themselves. For Helms
Is very dear to them for historic, for
patriotic, for religious, and for literary reasons.
Nothing, perhaps, hns
rejoiced our French allies more than
the fact that the Ccrtnnns have never
been able to take Reims, however close
they have come to It.
It Is the damage that has been done
to the glorious cathedral of Reims that
constitutes one of the greatest artistic
tragedies of the war. Here, In this
magnificent cathedral, the kings of ImHere
perial France were crowned.
Joan of Arc led Charles VII to his corthe
sainted
onation
Joan who freed
Reims from Its enemies.
One of the great pieces of news
from the western front was to the effect that Reims had been finally and
definitely cleared from the menace of
the German guns.
Real Riches.
He who has fortune tn love and
truth and beauty is entitled to be
called rich. Time and change and adversity have no power upon them.
They are the only things a man can
take with him when be goes. In the
process of acquiring then they become part of him Inseparably.
He
who has tbem "wear his commendation In bis face." for It may be read
as be passes that his converse Is with
the higher and finer things and bla
daily walk Is m the plane where tb
noblest meet and areet familiarly.
Philadelphia Psbuc Ledger.

live-stoc- k

live-stoc-

(Prepared

by the United States Depart
ment of Agriculture.)

One of the greatest conveniences pn
the farm where cows are kept is some
means of heating an abundance of
water for washing the milk vessels.
Where a considerable number of cow
nre kept, heating water by means of
steam from a small,
up
right boiler Is desirable, but on the
small farm a stove with a basin fitted
Into the top (or It may be separate
from the top) can be purchased
cheaply, and will serve the purpose,
provided the water Is properly heated.
Water can be pumped from the well
directly Into the basin. In order to
avoid beating the milk room and to
do away with smoke and ashes, the
water heater should be placed Immediately outside the milk room and. If elevated, the water from It can be run
Into the washing vat
Some equipment Is necessary In
which to wash utensils used In handling milk. A vat Is very convenient
One end of the vat can be used for
washing and the other for rinsing and
scalding.
Fiber brushes for washing milk
utensils should replace the common
dlshrpg, as they do better work and
are more easily kept clean.
On every farm where a many a
four or five cows are kept a cream separator Is advisable, as It will reduce
the labor required In handling the
milk from cows more than any other
one thing.
A refrlgeratoror Ice box Is desirable
upon every farm where either a few
or many cow are kept if It la practicable to secure Ice for use In summer.
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Every farm should
of sheep.

in

have

a

amall

flock

Turnip make a good and cheap fall
forage for hogs.
e

Ranglness In the young stock Is
highly desirable quality.
Rape Is one of the common annual
pasture crops for hogs and sheep.

For feeding calves, no ration hat
been found which will do a well ai
milk.
Sows running through filth and then
being auckled will often causa pigs tc
scour.
Calves are always greedy, and foi
should be
this reason
avoided.
over-feedi-

cows should
Owner of
use every possible means to Insure
maximum number of calve.
g

The high price of wool and the d
mand for mutton have caused farmer!
to look with more favor on sheep,

scrub cows. If freshMany
ened In the fall, and given the rtghl
for 8udan Grata.
Any ground that will produce 40 to kind of feed during the winter will
60 bushel of corn or oats will do for prove to be money maker.
ed

Soil

Sudan.
The average farmer In the mlddli
West does not realize bow much profil
Cultivating the Vineyard.
Grape need shallow, frequent cul- can be made from sheep raising whet
tivation during the early part of tne It Is combined with general farming.
Clean Water I Cheap Food.
Clean water la the cheapest and
perhaps the least common food la tba
barnvard.

To the calves, feed all the dovei
and timothy bay they will eat, an
in addition give tbem each two t
three pound dally of the same gralt
and mill feed mixture fed to the cow

o
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PEACE IRVING
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LESSON TEXTS
Sea-- 11:1-- 4;
John 14:
Matt. T:l- -.
GOLDEN TEXT Ye are my friends. If
ye do whatsoever I command yoii. John
14:14.
ADDITIONAL MATERIAL Deut. 4:1-lI Bam. 16:23. S3; Matt
Acta 4:19.
'M: I John 3:16-2PRIMARY TOPIC-Show- Ing
Our Love
lo God by Obedience.
JUNIOR TOPIC Abraham's Obedience
and its Rewards.
INTERMEDIATE
TOPIC When
to
Obey and How.
SENIOR AND ADt'LT TOPIC Obedience a Teat of Diwlpleahlp.
I. A Notable Example of Obedience
(Hen. Ul-4)- .
At tlie command of God Abraham
went mil not knowing whither he
went (1Kb. 11:8). His was not the
obedience of convenience or prudent.
To separate from home and kindred
and take up the life of a pilgrim was
not easy. Abraham did not atop to
ask why, or whut he would get out
of It. The obedience that asks why
Ik not obedience at all.
II. The Motive of Obedience (John
14:21-24-

The grand

Incentive of obedience
The obedience that Is
the result of fear or the hope of reward is not true oliedlence, therefore
has not the approval of God. Only
the child who reverences his father
and affectionately strives to obey him
enjoys his loving favor. The obedience which springs out of a heart of
love Issues tn a life of Joy and friendship with God (John 15:10-14III. The Solemn Obligation of Obe.
dience (Mutt.
1. Warnings against false prophets
(vv.
(1) Their real existence. Ever since
God has had a people false prophets
and teachers have appeared among
them. This need not surprise us, for
Christ predicted that such should be
the case.
(2) Their nnture (v. 15). (a) Hypocritical. The devil does his most successful work by masquerading as an
angel of light (II Cor. 7:14. 15). Ills
ministers appeur In this way anil turn
people from the narrow to the broad
way. (b) This is suggested by their
being "ravening wolves." It Is when
the wolf Is In sheep's clothing that he
does his most destructive work. The
enemies of Christ posing as his ministers are most destructive.
(3) The unfailing test (vv.
Their fruits. If one gives sufllcient
time for development the fruit cun be
discerned. Every tree bears Its own
kind of fruit. Nature Is Inexorable In
her law as to this. You tnny search
the universe In vain for an exception.
It Is equally true in the spiritual
world. There Is a vital connection
between the faith of a heart and the
fruit of a life. That which comes out
In the conduct was first In the heart.
A rlghf heart Is essential to right conduct. Give the false teachers sufllcient time and observe closely and you
will find that their lives will prove
the teaching.
(4) Their end (v. 10). All false
tenchers shall finally be punished by
being cast Into the Are. Although God
bears long he will see to It that this
wickedness does not go on forever.
2. The dangers of empty profession
(vv.
Calling Christ "Lord" will not answer for disobedience to his will. One
Sunday school teacher
may even be
or preacher, and even perform many
mighty works, as casting out devils
and henllng the' sick and .vet hear the
awful declaration of Jesus Christ, "I
never knew you," "depart from me."
S. The one and only safe way (vv.
Is love to God.
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Peace Congress That Helped to Settle the Balkan Situation.

Some one somewhere remarked that
the eastern question would perplex
mankind until the day of Judgment.
Those fragments of nations which
strew the Balkan peninsula are so divided in race, language and traditions
that they dwell side by side in a
state of constant discord and belligerency, no one race being able to assimilate the others a melting pot In
which nothing melt, hut which is in
1 constant state of ebnllition.
In 1875 the idea of
had
become a strong sentiment in Hiissln.
in Itussia was answered
In Tur
by a revival of
key. Russian agents were everywhere
In the peninsula
stirring up the Chris tlan populations and the Mussulman
and the Increased tyranny of
porte still further excited the peo-pies already stirred by
dreams.
I'prlsings began : Serbia declnred
war on Turkey: Montenegro nnd Albania flew at each other's throats; the
powers Intervened and there were conferences, protocols and armistices,
while the Turks put down the uprisings and defeated the Serbians and
Montenegrins with great slaughter.
The uprising In Bulgaria was put dowu
by the Turks with such cruelty that
the "Bulgarian massacres" stirred all
Europe. Turkey remained deaf to the
proposals of the "concert of Europe."
Declared War Against Turkey.
The patience of the czar was exhausted. On April 24, 1877, he gave
orders for his armies to cross the
Turkish frontier and declnred war
He hud previously
against Turkey.
concluded an alliance with Roumania
by which the Russian armies had the
right of passage through that country
and the Roumanian army was to
with the army of Russia. England had acquiesced In the Russian
move, provided the czar did not occupy
Constantinople or the Dardanelles,
let Egypt alone and recognized the
neutrality of the Suez canal. Austria
had been appeased by a secret pact
with regard to Bosnia and Herzegovina
and by the vision dangled before
her of an outlet on the east to
the Aegean sea at Salonlkl. The os
tensible object of the war was to
force the porte to put Into operation
under European superintendence his
promised reforms and to secure the
autonomy of the subject states.
The Russians crossed the Danube lo
1

June, took Shipka pass In July and
were defeated before I'levna In July
and September.
They defeated the
Turks at Aladja Dngh In Armenia tn
October and took Kara by storm In
November.
I'levna fell la December
and the Husslun army passed through
the Balkans, und advanced to the outOn March
skirts of Constantinople.
3, 1878, a treaty was signed at San
Stefuno, a little port on the sea of
Marmora between Russia and Turkey.
Czar Was Frightened.
All the I'.alkan peoples, except the
Bulgarians, broke out Into a tempest
of protest upon the news of this treaty.
Austria, who saw her dream of reach- Ing the Aegean gone glinimerlug and
n
'even her control of Bosnia and
e
govlna shared by Russia, voted
000,000 gulden for war purposes and
prepared to seize upon Bosnia. Eng- land called out the reserves, and Dis
raeli startled Europe by bringing Indian troops to Malta. The British
fleet steamed Into the sea of Marmora and lay near Constantinople.
The "concert of Europe" demanded
that the treaty be submitted to conThe coalition
gress of the powers.
of Europe against him scared the czar
and he consented. The .congress of
Berlin, therefore, met June 18, 1878.
Before attending the congress Disraeli
made a secret pact with the sultan by
which England acquired complete control of Cyprus. The congress lasted
until July 13. Bismarck presided and
Disraeli, Gorchakov the Russian, and
Andrassy the Austrian were the prinGorchakov and Discipal figures.
raeli fought each other tooth and nail.
Once the Russian created a sensation
by gathering up his papers and starting to leave the council room. At another time Disraeli startled the delegates by ordering a special train to
take him to CbIbIb. When the Cyprus
convention came to light the diplomats
felt that Disraeli had tricked them.
That night he attended a reception.
As he entered a silence fell upon the
angry buzzing of the assembled statesmen. Disraeli understood.
"Of what are you thinking?" asked
the Princess Radzlwlil."
"I am thinking of nothing," he replied; "I am enjoying myself."
The treaty as finally signed by the
congress provided that Bulgaria should
not extend south of the Balkans and
the military occupation of Russia waa
reduced to nine months.
Herze-reactlo-
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(1) Hear the sayings of Christ. To
do this, one must prayerfully attend
to reading the Word of God and medi
tate upon the same.
(2) Do what Christ commands.
Hearing and doing the teachings of
Christ Is building upon solid rock,
Such bulling can never be destroyed
by flood and storm. Hearing and not
doing Christ's sayings Is building
upon the sand which In time of the
storm of God s wrath and Judgment
will be utterly destroyed. Obedience
must follow hearing Christ
Manifesting the Spirit of Christ.
In
discriminating estimate of the
value of the forces which seem to b
engaged for the advancement of the
kingdom of Christ It Is constantly necessary to distinguish sharply between
love for a church, enthusiasm for
method, and championship of cam
and loyalty to Christ The one
fallible touchstone Is love for those
who differ. The man who is harsh and
hateful to those who are not working
na his lines betrays the fact that he
Is In love with his own Ideas and
methods, rather than loyal to Christ.
Beat loyalty tn Christ admits of differences of opinion, bnt does Dot admit of absence of lore. There are too
many people who are strong
and ardent theologians.
who do not make the Impression that
they are good Christians. Watchman- denornl-nationalls- ts

Exaniner.

TREATY

OF ADRIANOPLE,

IT.-00-

Tnrco-Egyptia- a
r.

The Need of Cod.
People are asking In these days e4
upheaval and chaos, 'What Is wrong
mlth the world." tt needs God; It
needs the religion of Jcmis Christ and
It needs that religion practically
bodied In the lives of men. We s
it In the lives of these men of the
gospel. We need men like that mulIn every church. We
tiplied many-folneed men like that multiplied ten thousandfold In our land.

Tin to Authors.
youthful aspirant applied to a
SGCcensfnl authoress for advice as to
bow to succeed la llteratnre. "Toe
need Indomitable pet severance, a type
writer and a mangle." wai the reply.
"Do yon mean I had better take la
washing?" asked the aspirant. "Non
sense! Ton need (be mangle to take
the c lea si's out of yonr manuscript.
What Cod Desires.
God does not desire as to he more Mangle them well, and then, anlesa
than we can be, bat he certainly mast be editors have horned them with
le greatly disappointed when be sees cigarette ash. no one con UTI they
ve been oat before."
s fall, m far snort of our actual
eibilltlea.
d

1829.

Independence of Greece Recognized by Turkey and Russia.
The modern kingdom of Greece
enme Into being by a treaty signed at
Adrlnnople In 18'JO between Russia
and Turkey, by which the Grecian captivity of 3oO years was ended. Most
of this time Greece was subject to
Turkey but not always. During the
latter Middle Ages the Venetians and
other foreign rulers temporarily established their power there. In 1715 the
Turks drove out the' Venetians, who
had established themselves on the Ore- clan peninsula 2H years before, and
rilled undisturbed until the beginning
of the Greek Insurrection In 1821. The
city of Athens rose and compelled
the Turks to lake refuge in the Acrop
olis; a constitution was proclaimed on
the first day of the next year; All
1'ashn. the Turkish general, was defeated and killed by the revolutionists;
the Turks took the revolted Island of
the
Roln with horrible
cruelties;
Greeks captured Napoll ill Romania.
A large part of Greece fell Into the
hands of the revolutionists.
The wur continued, with the Greeks
generally successful, untll 1825. The
Inniglnntlon of Europe had been stirred
by the Idea of a revival of a nation
that was the ancient home of arts and
letters, and Byron had lent his money
and his name to theJreelnn cause, to
die at MiNHolonghi. in the Greek serv
ice. Russia was ready to Interfere,
but the governments of the western nations had no Idea of making war for
sentimental reasons.
Western Powers Take Notice.
Early in 1823 Mehemlt All. the great
viceroy of Egypt, who had an eye on
0
the throne of Constantinople, put
men into the Mores under his
adopted son Ibrahim, who captured
Navarlno and the Island of Kphagia,
which lies before It. Early the next
year Ibrahim was Joined by a Turkish
Tasha and
army under Reshld
Mlssolonghl was taken after a
siege. All that part of Greece
not occupied then by Turks and Egyptians was now under the Influence of
Rolnkotronl, a mere Russian agent.
The western powers begsn to "sit up
ind take notice." It looked as If the
rear and the sultan were about to divide Greece between them. The Greet an question, from being one of sentiment had become one of practical politics.
Delegstea of Russia. France and
England met In London and. on July
27, 1827. signed a convention which
established, on paper, a kingdom of
Greece. In August the fleets of England. France and Russia blockaded the
fleet of over 00 men- lying In the harbor of Nava
rlno. On October 26 the allied fleets
entered the harbor, and. after a battle
of Ave hours, totally destroed

A

the
fleet. Strangely
enough, neither France, Russia nor
England had yet declnred war against
Turkey, which still claimed Greece as
a Turkish province, In spite of the convention of London. The sultan, naturally enough, cm aged at the battle of
Navarlno, declared all treaties at an
end, and the ambassadors of the three
Russia
powers left Constantinople.
declared war against Turkey In April
of 1828. A French army occupied the
Morea, but otherwise England and
France remained Idle spectators of the
wnr which ensued.
Russian Armies Successful.
The Russian army crossed the Truth
in May, but winter came and they
were still unable to pierce the Balkans.
The next summer, however, the Russians passed over the mountains and
appeared before Adrlnnople, which at
once surrendered.
A Russian anny
fighting In Asia had also been successRussia had entered European
ful.
Turkey with 150,000 men, but only
of them reached Adrlanople, and
worn with battle and disease
those
that they could neither advance nor
retreat, while between Adrlanople and
Constantinople the sultan had 20,000
fresh troops. Nevertheless, the czar
had boasted that he had 000,000 men
to loan his friends and a million and
a half to flght his enemies, and rumor
exaggerated the force of Russians before Adrlnnople to 70.000. Turkey was
practically "bluffed" Into signing a
treaty, which she did at Adrlanople on
September 14. 1829, recognizing the Independence of Greece and granting to
Russia freedom of navigation of the
Black sen. the Danube and the Dardanelles, and confirming and extending
the protectorate of the czar over the
Danublan principalities.
The Turkish
and Egyptian troops In Greece with
drew and the new kingdom became a
fact.
Tureo-Egyptla-
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Where Martin Luther Begged.
Martin Luther sang In the streets of
Magdeburg, along with other church
choristers, for the bread and colni
that citizens might bestow. This beg
ging was the recognized means of sup
port of the children of the "pool
schools" attended by sons of peasants,
who obtained free lodging at the bos- pices of the church, had free tuition,
and were granted the privilege of sing
Ing for their meals. In return they
were expected to sing In the choir ol
the church which supported tbell
school. Modern Magdeburg Is the capital of the Prussian province of Sax
ony. The city was well fortified. It li
nearly ninety miles southwest of Ber
II n, lies mostly on the left bank of the
Elbe, and Is an Important railway cen
ter.
Excels the Nightingale.
The hermit thrush Is declared to bt
the most talented and brilliant stiuret
In the world, not even excepting the
nightingale, says the American Forestry association. Washington. As musicians all the thrushes are gifted but
the hermit thrash Is the prize stnget
of the tribe. The tafl of this little
bird Is of a reddish brown, macs
brlgher then the back and head, while
the breast U quite heavily spotted
with black. , It winters la the Golf

states.
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Suits for the Corsetless Figure

for
Our spectacular opportunities
courage may be few or none at all.
for
Our commonplace
opportunities
courage start when we wake and last
until we so to sleep. "The courage ot
the commonplace is greater than the
courage of the crisis."

He that by the plow would thrive.
Himself must either hold or drive.
Buy what thou hast no need of, and
ere long thou shall sell thy necessaries.
Poor Richard.

WHAT TO FEED THE CHILD.

0AINTY 0ISHE8.

Milk Is the child's first food and the
one of most Importance through his
It begrowing years.
hooves every mother to
see that she has cleon
milk, free from disease and of the standard richness.
As the child grows older he needs food thnt has
bulk on which to exercise
the teeth us well as to
excite the dlgestlv
Juices, given In plentiful supply
An Ideal food which comes next to
milk and eggs In Importance Is whole
wheat. It may be ground, to crush
the kernels, which Is an advantage, or
It may be cooked long mid slowly
making a gelatinous mass which Is es
pecially good for a breakfast and sup
per food for a small child. Give
top milk or creum with no sugar.
There Is something about the food
that Is so appetizing that the child
rarely tires of It. In many homes
where the family like the whole grains
In food they use a small hand mill,
grinding their own breakfast foods
and cereals for breads.
Cocoa is a good drink for children
but if given too often they become too
tired of It. Hot milk for drink Is well
liked; malted milk for a change, end
different cereal coffees, when one
sure there are no coffee beans put In
for flavor. Coffee and tea, no matter
how much diluted with hot water,
should never be given to children.
Custards, baked, steamed or boiled,
of various flavors, combined with choc
olate or caramel are valuable foods,
Bilked apple, potatoes, scraped beef.
milk toast, and cooked cereals of dif
ferent kinds, if cooked for hours to
gotten the cellulose, are other foods
of high value.
There Is no dessert which Is more
wholesome for the child than a well
linked
apple. Wash and core It
and hake, filling the rnvtty with sugar
a hit of lemon Juice and butter added
will Improve n flavorless apple.
Coddled Eggs. Place eggs In boll
Ing water a pint to an egg, cover close
ly and let stand on the hack of the
stove six or eight minutes If desired
soft, 10 to 15 minutes If medium
and n half hour for a hard cooked egg
wuffle Iron.
A hard cooked egg cooked this way Is
Supper Dish. Take ordinary link easily digested by the most delicate
sausages, prick them nnd put Into a stomach.
pnn to try out a little of the fnt, pour
off the flit and pour over the sausages
attenKindly words, sympathizing
a butter as follows: A cupful of milk,
tions, watchfulness against wounding
cost
ihese
sennlilvenens
others.
very
a pint of flour, two
eggs,
little, but they ule priceless In their
nnd a spoonful of salt. Bake until
value.
the pudding Is brown. Serve from t lie
PLANNING THE MEALS.
dish In which It was baked. This Is
the Yorkshire pudding butter.
Let us begin at the beginning, which
We need follow no law
Is breakfast.
A nice leg of tnuiton, my Lurle,
I pray thee have ready for aie:
except thnt of the
Have It smoking and tender and lutcy,
tnstes of our fam
For no belter meat can there tie.
ily. In these days
Thackeray.

Cheese Is such well liked food that
a variety of ways of serving t are al
welcome.
ways
Take one cream
cheese and mix
It with a hulf a
pound of snappy
American cheese,
season with red
pepper und add
u lilt of cream
so ns to make a
smooth roll. Cut stulTed olives 111 thin
slices and decorate the roll. Serve on
a paper doily, passing a cheese knife
when serving.
Cottage Cheese Salad. Mix two
eupfulB of cottage cheese with a half
cupful of shredded almonds that have
been blanched, a tenspoonful of chopped chives, salt and paprika to taste.
Roll In small bulls and place two
or three In nests of lettuce; serve
with a highly seasoned boiled dressing or with a mayonnaise.
Cheese Pie. To a cupful of cream
cheese pressed through a sieve, add
a tnblespoonful of sugAr, the Juice and
rind of a lemon, a tnlilespoonful of
butter melted, the yolks of two
eggs and lastly the beaten
whites folded In ; add salt to taste and
bake In one crust.
Apples Baked in Maple Sirup. Cut
apples In quarters, peel and put Into
n saucepan, add a cupful of maple
sirup and two tnblespoonfiils of butter
to eight apples. Bake until the sirup
Is thick. Serve cold us dessert with
whipped cream.
Frozen Custard. To a quart of milk
add three slightly beaten eggs, a cupful of sugar nnd a little salt: rook
until thick, cool, then freeze to a
of n pound each
mush, add
of chopped wulnut meats nnd stenmed
chopped figs. Finish freezing and let
stand a few hours to ripen.
Mix and sift one and
Waffles.
of a teaspoonful of salt and
half a teaspoonful of soda. Separate
the yolks and whites of two eggs, beat
well, add a cupful of thick sour milk
to the yolks and stir In the dry Ingredients; then n,ld three tiihlespoonfuls
of melted butter after folding In the
stlflly henten whites. Bake on a
well-beate- n

There has been considerable talk of
the corsetless figure and much more
drawing of It. When artists picture
morning frocks or afternoon gowns,
and even suits, they hang tlicin on
graceful but emaciated figures calculated to make us envy our adorably
thin sisters and tn remind us of the
question put by that naive Japanese
lady who asked, "Where do they put
their stomachs?" Judging by a few late
photographs she would not be Impelled
to ask that question now. But the
season's styles are kind to the natural
lines of the figure and Just why fashion
artists continue to draw Inhuman creatures Is a mystery not solved.
they Inspire Indolent ladles to
train down and to diet and do sundry
other things In. the pursuit of slender,
ness.
"Corsetless" Is not to be taken too
literally It really means a figure that
looks uncorscleil, with lines Ilk1 those
In the normal youthful body. The best
Any-wa-

corsets are too comfortable and too
fluttering u a rulg to be relinquished.
They are probably the foundation of
the good lines', truthfully portrayed bjr
photographs, Jn the two suits shown
above. In one of them a dress ami
coat takes the place of the usual three-piec- e
combination. The dress Is of
figured silk with the lower half of the
skirt made of plain wool material and
a long narrow girdle of the same goods.
The long coat of one of the new rough
silks la cut on the lines of the Chinese-coa- t
and Is bordered with another silk
In a plainer weave. Small buttons set
on the side seams are very attractive)
as a finish.
The plain box coat over a draped
skirt, shown In the other picture. Is an
excellent model for pongee or other
heavy silk for summer wear. Blues;
embroidery on the coat and sleeves,
ami oblong buttons at the top anil
bottom of the front lend character and
elegance to the design.

In Fabrics Old Friends Are! Best

well-beate- n

of good food

habits everybody
everything

SHORT CUTS.

eats

The progressive woman Is learning
and enjoys it,
with the excep
to divide her hours of labor and multi
tion, irt course, of
ply her hours of leisure
the few unforfor outside work in the
tunates who have some personal Idlo- community anil for
which
syncrasy
prohibits some well
liked food.
Krult In the morning Is
Why spend two hours
doing a piece of work usually enjoyed, u dish of cereal of
some kind, to be followed by n
that one hour should
piece
or toast and nn egg, with a cuit rf
The woman who spends coffee, u csiky or a doughnut, will be
n half hour ironing a satisfactory for the average man or
t
that might be woman who works nt light labor. For
Ironed under other things like napkln, the child a cup of milk takes the place
or me cortee, ami a large dish of cereal
handkerchiefs, which we are particular about, is wasting golden hours that with toast und egg, or simply the
cereal will make a sustaining break
she might be using much more profitfast. The American breakfast, com
ably.
woman has no pared to the English meal, Is quite a
The
Kindergarten offulr. Here Is a break
light to waste time on trifles, for her fast
menu taken from an English cook
community and country need her. All
the reconstruction work will not be b(sk, for an August morning: "Bloat
done abroad, for we are learning to ers on toast, collared tongue (what
reconstruct many of our old, worn nut ever that Is), hot buttered toast, mar
handed down from grandmother Ideas, malade, white bread nnd butter, brown
bread, and bread and milk."
and It Is high time.
A dainty breakfast, well served. Is of
All housekeecrs are greatly assistmore value to the Individual than the
Is
ed by a schedule which
carefully mere food
properties served.
followed as possible, though anybody
The midday meal, or lunchean. If the
who has tried It knows that no housemeals comes at night, should be
hold can be run on an
rule, heavy
and easily di
for things are always occurring to ti- - light andfor nourishing
a hearty meal at noon
gested.
set plans which are really good for causes
sluggishness and Inactivity A
us to avoid monotony. Monotony Is
simple soup, or a dish of escalloped
the mt that eats out many lives.
for a hot dish, a cup of tea,
A slate or tablet hanging on the vegetable
cocoa or milk, a little fruit and cake
wall with an outline of the week's will lie found
sufficiently sustaining for
meals and the dully arrangement of that meal.
work will prove a wonderful time
For dinner there Is a wide' range,
saver.
upon the taste and the
depending
The pauses between tasks due- to amount one
may expend of energy as
lack of forethought and planning will well as
money In its preparation. Ussum np Into many minutes In a day's
ually the people who have the most
work.
money to spend enjoy the simplest
A list of extras to be done will be so
fare, for they know often at great
much happier done If we have a plan cost what too
rich and too
written out by which to work. Cross w ill do to one's digestion. heavy food
off each task as It Is accomplished r Ii these
days of simple living we
and keep the slips on file, for It Is most have cut down the dinner
to three and
satisfying to know the amount or num- four courses, often cutting out the
ber of things done tn a month or a soup and serving the meat dish, salad
year.
or entree In one course, then the dew-When yon go to the cellar for vegefollowing with the
a
for
do
tables
dinner,
you carry
coffee.
and
basket
bring np everything needed
or do yon make three trips which
might have been used tn other work

n
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Colors of the Sardine.

All Plodders.

,

scfiVase.

Ross.

rick-rac-

COATS

The fresh sardine Is a beautiful litI have known several men who may
tle Ash. The scales on Its back are an be recognized In days to come as men
Iridescent
the exact tint of genius, and they were all plodders,
which the sea so often takes, while beIntent men. Genins Is
neath the scales there shows np the known by Its works; genins without
most wonderful peacock bine. There
wks Is a blind faith, a dumb oracle.
are bar on Its back and sides when But meritorious works are the result
comes
out
first
of
like
it
the water
jf time and labor, and cannot be ac
those on the mackerel, bnt they seen complished by intention or by a wish.
Is
moment
and
It
to fade
disappear the
Every' great work is the result of
air. The emMmfer time, of vast preparatory
exposed to the
1aof Its body
pare silver in Its color Facility come by labor. training.
blue-gree-

I '.
use gingham and organdie are
so familiar and unpretentious we are
always delighted to find them reappearing each season In frocks that have
every claim to beauty. And women
are coming to realize the distinction
of the successful dress that Is made
of an ordinary fabric, handled with
consummate art. There Is something
sterling about It, something. In fact,
more out of the ordinary than can be
found In a frock that deiends upon
novelty In material for its success. Old
friends are best In fabrics, and when
they appear In frocks as pleasing as
that pictured above they are thrice
welcome. Imagine what a sensation
they would make If we bad never seen
thein before.
This summer we And smart frocks
made up In try same designs, of
either gingham, chambray or Ss.rt
silk, and organdie or dotted Swiss
combined with silk as well as cotton
goods. On cottons
braid reappears and Is cleverly
need as a finish for edges and to emphasize lines. It looks well In company with chambray. gingham or English prints for morning dresses. When
organdie and gingham are as skill- -
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SKIRT LENGTH

Paris Fashion May Bring a Revet.

tlon in Tailored Costumes In
This Country.
Several of the famous houses In
Paris are exploiting tailored coats that
shorter than the
ere only four
ekirt. This is exceedingly new, and
may bring a revolution in tailored costumes In this country. True, the coats
steed not be very long In Tarts even
George V they are i long as tlie skirts, for
Inr-be- s

fully nm n aged as they have been tat
the frock pictured above they rsn
comparison with more pretentions
materials In afternoou dresses.
The picture sets forth this dress "so
well that It Is hsrdly worth while Jo
describe It. The fichu of orgsndie.
edged with a narrow vsl lace. Is ln
imrtant. helping more than anything;
else to give the style a flavor of qualnt-nes- s.
With canvas shoes and a
white hat, the whole toilette-I- s
as cool and crisp ss a breeze from
the sea. Visions of
gar- dens, with hollyhocks and hedgesv
bergs mot and mlgnlooette follow ln
the wake of such frocks, making ns
doubly thankful to tbefr designers.
"ln-vl- te

wide-hrltnm-ed

,

Skirts for Sports.
Binding the bottoms of sports skirts
.
with velvet, r edging them
Is a return to a very old fashioned style, t'sually the velvet binding matches the coat of the sett,
which Is always la contrast to tber
skirt.
wltb-fringe-

never In the history of modern dvfll-catiohave women worn such abort
skirts as the best French women i redoing today. Even a ceremi.nlal gpwai
Is cut off five Inches below the knees I si
front. Street skirts merely sweep the
top of the highest laced boot ; bat the
Parlslenne nearly always leaves off the
boot and wears a pump, it looks a
though France has determined te shew
the leg, even If the government bar
insisted apoo Its not showing the
shoulder. It Is a sjueer and topey
tnrry world 1
n
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CAPITAL CITY NEWS IN BRIEF

!

J. D. Walker and Howard Stech COMMENCEMENT WEEK
oi the State Engineer's office are
SANTA FE CITY SCHOOLS
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USE THE BETTER KIND
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supply ymir tabic with quality
products,
Chase Sanborn's
Hunts Canned Fruits.
Richelieu Canned Vegetables.
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H. S. KAUNE & CO.

Coal Yard t
Capital
Wholesale and Retail Coal and Wood

PHONE 85
Cerrillos Lump
Lump
Sugarite
Grate
Cerrillos Egg
Sugarite
Nut
O'Mera Lump
Sugarite
Raton Lump
Smithing Coal
Yankee Lump
Anthracite, all
Coke
Steam Coal
Cord Wood, Sawed Wood, Native Kindling
OFFICE Montezuma Avenue
Near
T.
Depot.
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POWER RATE
HOUSEWORK BY ELECTRICITY
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machine with
weaving treadle. Of
ing the washing without hackbreakiny
lahor. It
done and
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prove
you.
the cost not
and
how
electricity
nearly
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work.
SANTA FE WATER LIGHT COMPANY
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Would You Invest in an Oil Development Company That
Would Have 00 per Cent of Assets if no Oil was Found ?

can-no-

We have entered into an ageement
with the owner of 2380 acres of
J Dona Ana County. N. M., Valley
land to drill for oil, and

w

I-

i

a

-

If no Oil is Found

The owner has contracted to deed
to the Company a
undivided interest in unincumbered property that is conservatively estimated to be worth as a whole

350,000

Thus we will have as an asset a
$70,000 interest in valuable real
estate in lieu of the proposed $50,-00- 0
to be spent in drilling.
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soft drink
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The first mans drink was water and
grain. Bcvo it the highest refinement
of the natural drink of primitive
a
accepted drink of modern
beverage with real food value.
A healthy and substantial drink atr
the soda fountain, or with lunch at the
restaurant , a comfort waiting for you
in the ice box at home

if
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he only man who
And remember
can lose is the osvner of the land,
who paid $110V10 AO for this cTt-ta long time
'several years
before it was irrigated by Elephant
Dam.
ae-o-
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MeoiUa Valley Oil Co.

HiiRS

A Coratnoa Lw Corporation, rithout Stockholder Liabilitr. Recorded in Dona Ana
Count N. M. Capitalisod at $100,000, Par Value $1. Owner of Land. L. M. Crawford.
Topeka. Kanaaji, Vendor of Issue, C P. Crawford. Trustee, Mesilla Valler 6U Co., C
PXrawford and E. F. Maxwell, Crawford Theatre, El Paso, Texas.

Hi'

l.V?t1.

from the sale of stock
o be used for drilling, except an
amount not to exceed IfK. for advertising and administration expenses.
All Money
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